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VOL,. VI.
MBIEB Olf.M’IU rit
-“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.’
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 1836. NO. 32.
GEORGE IV MYERS, PRINTER.
TO THE SOUL.
I.
My soul go boldly forth,
Forsake this sinful earth :
What hath it been to theo
But pain and sorrow?
And thinkest thou ’twill be
Better to-morrow?
II.
Love not this darksome womb,
Nor yet a gilded tomb,
Though on it written be
Mortal men’s story;
Look up by faith, and see
Sure, joyful glory.—Richard Baxter.
THE OBSERVER
From the Christian Witness.
“Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiv­
ing your own selves.”—James 1. 22.
I am notone of those light and airy beings 
who have the faculty of rendering themselves 
invisible, like the inhabitants of fairy land, or 
the genii of Eastern story; but am a substan­
tial reality, and possess organs of sight and 
hearing. So quietly and inoffensively do I 
use them, however, that people seem to think 
of me, as they practically do of little children, 
that they are both blind arid deaf, and therefore 
cannot be contaminated by the examples of 
deed and word, which are so often manifested 
in their presence. Thus I became a spectator 
of much which passe.s current in the world for 
piety, but which, if tried in the crucible of the 
gospel,would evaporate into amerejshadow, and 
become such stuff as dreams are made of—a re­
ligion which plays round the imagination, but is 
not incorporated with the life.
In this privileged character, I was a few days 
since admitted into a household, where all bore 
the name of Christ. Four ladies of the family,' one 
upon whose cheeks the roses of youth had fad­
ed, were swallowing their hasty meal, and con­
versing with great earnestness of the astonish­
ing gifts of an itinerant preacher, who was then 
holding a four weeks’ meeting in the commu­
nity, which they attended day and night. They 
talked as if he was little less than an Apostle: as 
if his name, and religion, were synonymous; to 
differ from him was heresy and to abstain from 
hearing him, and joining in his measures and 
machinery, was to oppose every thing good.—
I sat listening to their denunciations; and com­
paring them with that blessed spirit of charity, 
so beautifully and eloquently described by the 
Apostle,in the thirteenth chapter of Corinthians, 
which “thinketh no evil.” In the midst of 
them, a lady entered, one of those visions of 
love and goodness, which but occasionally light 
upon our earth. She had pursued the “even 
tenor of her way,” and let the torrent of novelty 
and fanaticism pass by her. But these zealous 
adherents, overwhelmed her with descriptions 
of the talent and eloquence of this “new light,” 
and “Why have you not attended upon his 
preaching?” was the unanimous question.
“The cares of my family,” replied she meek­
ly, “absorb much of my time. My little chil­
dren are at that tender age, when they require 
a mother’s watchful eye to form their habits 
rightly, and to lead their young affections into 
a proper channel. The Lord has placed them 
under my stewardship, and I have no right to 
abandon the charge, or resign it into the hands 
of those, who would be less interested, and 
therefore less vigilant. In a month they might 
imbibe contamination, which it would require 
years to counteract. The young mind is so 
pliant that it may be moulded into any likeness, 
and wo be to the mother, who not feeling her in­
finite responsibility, leaves her charge to hire­
lings; or neglects to enstamp upon the infant 
character, the image of her Lord and Saviour.”
“ I called,” continued the gentle visiter, “to 
bring something to tempt the appetite of your 
poor invalid. Can I see her?”
“Yes! you will find her in her chamber. I 
don’t think she can continue many days. But 
do attend the meeting this afternoon you will 
find it very interesting.”
“Thank you. I must try to see your neigh­
bor, Mrs. White, who is very ill of a fever.”
“Indeed! I did not know she was sick.”
“I am surprised at that. She has been help­
less for a fortnight, and you know is very 
poor.”
“Well, I believe you go about doing good.—
The bell will ring at the appointed hour. You 
had better go to meeting.”
“Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers 
only”—was the exhortation which forced itself 
upon my mind.
Our benevolent visiter ascended to the apart­
ment of the invalid, who was one of those father­
less ones, which are especially commended to 
the care and kindness of God’s people. She 
was alone. The chamber of sickness was also 
the chamber of solitude. A smile irradiated 
her sunken features when Mrs. Harlowe en­
tered.
“You come like an angel of light to me,” said 
she, “to comfort my poor frail body, and to 
sustain my sinking spirit. It is desolate to be 
here, hour after hour alone. I feel like a pri­
soner upon whom the jailor looks three or four 
times a day, when he hands him his solitary 
meal.”
“But the compassionate Jesus is with you?” 
said the pitying Mrs. Ilarlowe.
“Oh yes! I love though to look upon a hu­
man face—to hear the soft accents of the hu­
man voice. I cannot read, and nature has be­
come so feeble, that I cannot think. I want 
some one to speak to me of the promises, to 
tell me of my Saviour. The neighbors are gen­
erally very kind, but since the ‘meeting’ com­
menced, they are mostly engrossed in atten­
dance upon that, and I have sometimes feared 
that I might die alone.”
“I may be absent from home two or three 
hours, and I will stay with you,” said Mrs. Har­
lowe.
“Thank you! thank you! thank God for send­
ing you.”
I he pious lady who thus endeavored to mani­
fest.the kind spirit of her Lord, sat by the poor 
victim of consumption, adjusted her pillow, ad­
ministered to her wants; repeated the promises 
of God as she could bear them, and when she 
was disposed to sleep, held a hand between the 
gentle pressure of her own, to give assurance 
of her wakeful presence—as the tender and 
protecting mother soothes her timid and trem­
bling child.
The invalid slept long and sweetly, and when 
she woke, opened her eyes with an inquiring 
look.
“I am here,” said Mrs. Harlowe.
“Oh 1 have been jn heaven!” exclaimed the 
dying girl, “and I heard the music of angelic 
harps—‘Holy! .holy! holy!’ And I tried to imi­
tate there harmony, but could not. In my de­
spair and agony you came to me, clothed in 
white, and singing ‘a new song’—the song of
the redeemed. I caught it from your lips._
My spirit seemed to expand and grow as I gave 
utterance to.'the notes of praise and blessing— 
my whole soul was bathed in melody. I hear 
it still! I breathe the heavenly air! Blessing, 
and honor, and glory, and power, be unto Him 
that sitteth upon the throne and to the Lamb 
forever.’”
A more than. mortal joy irradiated the face 
of the invalid, as with a strong and clear voice, 
she poured forth the rapture ofher spirit. And 
then, in notes, musical as if they had been born 
in heaven, she commenced that beautiful hymn 
of Pope’s,—“The dying Christian to his soul.”
Mrs. Harlowe stood spell-bound. She dared 
not interrupt her. She felt as if the poor suf­
ferer was about to be translated from earth to 
heaven—the last journey; so short but so full of 
meaning and mystery. It was a solemn thought. 
She was alone amid the imposing secrets, and 
appalling terrors of death. She was alone with 
one, who was about to exchange her mortal 
drapery, for the wings and habiliments of an 
angel, and experience that most sudden and in­
scrutable transition, from human, to a heavenly 
nature.
She sunk upon her knees, and commended the 
departing soul untoHim who gave it. The song 
was finished and the spirit ascended, breath­
ing forth, like the fabled swan, the music of its 
own requiem. C. W. B.
From the Landmark. 
THE MARTYR ALGERIUS.
Matt, 5: 10. Blessed are they who are persecuted for 
righteousness’ sake.
In the year 1555, Algerius, a student in the 
University of Padua, and a man of great learn­
ing having embraced the reformed religion, did 
all he could to convert others. For these pro­
ceedings ho was accused of horooy to the Pope 
and being apprehended, was committed to pri­
son at Venice, when being allowed the use of 
pen, ink, and paper, he wrote to his converts at 
Padua the following celebrated epistle;—■
“Dear Friends—I cannot omit this opportu­
nity of letting you know the sincere pleasure I 
feel in my confinement; to suffer for Christ is 
delectable indeed, to undergo a little transitory 
pain in this world, for His sake, is cheaply pur­
chasing a reversion of eternal glory in a life 
that is everlasting.
Here I have found honey in the entrails of a 
lion; a paradise in a prison; tranquility in the 
house of sorrow; when others weep, I rejoice; 
when others tremble and faint, I find strength 
and courage. The Almighty alone confers these 
favors upon me; be His the glory and the 
praise.
How different do I find myself from what 1 
was before. I embraced the truth in its purity; 
I was then dark, doubtful, and in dread; I am 
now enlightened, certain, and full of joy. He 
that was far from me is present with me; He 
comforts my spirits, heals my griefs, strengthens 
my mind, refreshes my heart, and fortifies my 
soul. Learn, therefore, how merciful and ami­
able the Lord is, who supports his servants un­
der temptation, expels their sorrows, lightens 
their afflictions, and even visits them with His 
glorious presence in the gloom of a dungeon.
Your sincere friend.
ALGERIUS.”
The Pope being informed of Algerius’s great 
learning and surprising natural abilities, thought 
it would be of infinite importance to the church 
of Rome, if he could induce him to forsake the 
Protestant cause. Bnt finding all his endeavors 
ineffectual, he ordered him to be burnt, which 
sentence was executed accordingly.—Fox.— 
Fncijc. Religious Knowledge.
From the American Monthly Magazine. 
THE PROSE OF JEREMY TAYLOR. 
Jeremy Taylor's prose, it is true, breathes
not the full, warlike melody of Milton’s, nor his 
sublimity of thought or munificence of language. 
Neither does it flash with the point and perpet­
ual lightning play of Fullers epigrammatic 
style, but we walk in a soft moonlight atmos­
phere, a purple clime, instinct with flowers 
and odors: though death be the husbandman 
and the grave the field from which they spring. 
Taylor’s Essay on “Holy Dying, —if we con­
sider its subject and the imagination lavished on 
it—resembles a day in the American autumn, 
when the sky is flushed with gorgeous clouds, 
and the forests are radiant with many-tinted
leaves_ glory and splendor on the earth and in
the heavens, yet all together preaching a sol­
emn lesson of decay, while approving the hand 
that pencilled them no less than divine.
Taylor’s prose is remarkable for the minute­
ness of its painting, and the always crowded 
state of his canvass. There is in it that 
flow of thought which we look upon as one 
the highest characteristics of great and preg­
nant minds. This miniature of detail is more 
particularly exhibited in the “Holy Living — 
the twin-essay which accompanies the Ho y 
Dying;—in this sins are, as it were, set apai t 
in packages, parcelled and marked: apportion­
ed in vials and labelled with letters ot speaking 
fire.
over- 
of
Yet amid the dryness of this anatomic labor 
gleams of Taylor's glorious nature burst out ; 
thus he beautifully mentions as first among the 
means and instruments to obtain faith;—.
“A humble,willing, and docile mind, or desire 
to be instructed in the way of God; for persua­
sion enters, like a sunbeam, gently, and with­
out violence; and open but the window, and draw 
the curtain, and the Sun of righteousness will en­
liven your darkness.”
“Holy Living,” is a code of practical morals, 
full of clearness of thought and a knowledge of 
the necessities of men.
It is so particular and pointed in its applica­
tions that in whatever condition a human being 
may beplaced, a shaft is sure to reach him from 
some quarter of the vast and powerful bow; un­
der whatever portion of the firmament of cir­
cumstance he may take his position, there is 
some star in the galaxy which will shed its light 
upon his path—developing past errors and dis­
closing newer and nobler avenues for his future 
footsteps.
But “Holy Dying,”is the master-birth. A 
sentence in the opening dedication exhibits Tay­
lor’s modesty, and at the same time his deter­
mination to exert all strength and energy in 
completing his task;—
“It is enough for me,” he says, “to be an 
under-builder in the house of God, and I glory 
in the employment; I labor in the foundations, 
and therefore the work needs no apology for be­
ing plain, so it be strong and well laid.”
This resolution declared he traverses the field 
of example; east and west, north and south, to 
pluck instances for his subject—to gather the 
fragments of ruin from every clime of the earth 
out of which to build up this work—his honor­
ary monument to death:—
“All the succession of time, all the changes 
in nature,all the varieties of light and darkness, 
the thousand thousands of accidents in the world 
and every contingency to every man, and to 
every creature, doth preach our funeral ser­
mon; and calls us to look and see fiow the old 
sexton time throws up the earth, and digs a 
grave where we must lay our sins our sorrows, 
and sow our bodies, till they rise again in a fair 
or an intolerable eternity.”
Flis power over language and imagery is al­
most despotic. Like a skillful performer on a 
musical instrument, he can draw two tunes from 
a single string: his pen is the fountain of tears 
and of tempests. Illustrating that extensive 
sect of professors whose religion is rheumatic 
and affected sorely by a change of weather, he 
first speak thus;—
“All is well as long as the sun shines, and the 
fair breath of heaven gently wafts us to our own 
purposes- But ifynn will try the
and fee 1 the work of faith, place the man in a 
persecution: let his bones be broken with sor­
row; let his bread be dipped in tears, and all 
the daughters of music be brought low; let God 
commence a quarrel against him, and be bitter 
in the accents of his anger or discipline; then 
God tries your faith.”
Warming and growing more vigorous as the 
laber of description increases, he proceeds;—
“In our health and clearer days it is easy to 
talk of putting trust in God: we readily trust 
him for life when we are in health: for provisions 
when we have fair revenues; and for deliver­
ance when we are newly escaped; but let us 
come to sit upon the margin of our grave, and 
let a tyrant lean hard upon our fortunes and 
dwell upon our wrong,—let the storm arise and 
the keel toss till the cordage crack; or that all 
our hopes bulge under us, and descend into the 
hollowness of sad misfortunes,—then can you 
believe when you neither hear, nor see, nor 
feel any thing but objections?”
Abounding in truth and wisdom like this, is 
not Taylor’s “Holy Dying,” a fountain to which 
our divines should resort? is it not a brook of 
Siloa in which they should bathe their feet and 
ascend from it, strengthened and purified to do 
the work of the Lord?
Too true, and a sad truth it is and too appli­
cable even in this age, and in this latitude, what 
one of Taylor’s wisest eulogists has said;— 
“Were his parts and endowments parcelled out 
among the poor clergy that he left behind him, 
it would have perhaps made one of the best dio­
ceses in the world.” We speak of the “Holy 
Dying,” however, only as an eminent literary 
composition; we speak ot Taylor as one ofthe fin­
ished masters of the tongue,not as an eloquent 
advocate and expounder of the truth; not as a 
chosen high-priest of the Gospel—but rather 
as a ministrant at a lower, though not altogether 
profane altar. Let a worthier assume the task 
of unfolding his religious views and expounding 
his creed; for us we are content (so it has pleas­
ed Heaven) with worshipping afar off. Yet we 
can venture to say that in his revelations of guilt 
in his admonitions to duty and in the remedies 
apportioned to different classes of crime,and dif­
ferent conditions ot men, there seems to us a 
wonderful adherence to truth and experience; 
as much so as in one of the dramas of Shak- 
speare or Massinger.
The prominent trait of the prose of Jeremy 
Taylor is its beauty. If there are r.o brilliant 
and fiery outbreaks of soul, there is yet a perpe­
tual and even eloquence; a silent charm which 
clings to it even in the least imaginative passages. 
There is sometimes a pathos in his allusions, 
which few poets can match. I here is that af­
fecting and vivid sentence, where he compares 
the youth ot five-and-twenty suddenly cut down 
with the “fair cheeks and full eyes of child­
hood;” and says;—
“So have I seen a rose newly springing from 
the clefts of its hood, and, at first it was fair as 
the morning, and full with the dew of heaven 
as a lamb’s fleece; but when a ruder breathe 
had dismantled its too youthful and unripe re­
tirements, it began to put on darkness and to 
decline to softness and the symptoms of a sick­
ly age: it bowed the head and broke its stalk ; 
and night having lost some of its leaves and all 
of its beauty, it fell into the portion of weeds 
and worn out faces.
Throughout most of Taylor’B figures runs
this vein of tender and and graceful feeling; he
reads the universe aright, he reads it as a poet 
and sees therein mementos of decay—symbols 
of man’s nature—types of the soul in all its 
changes—and an outward alphabet by which to 
read the inward spirit.
Taylor’s mind was attuned to all that was glo­
rious and it fills the prose emanating from it 
with its own harmony. If I may be permitted to 
quote a fragment of unworthy verse I should 
say.
Ilis mind is temple-like;
It breathed of sanctity—high columns—
And a shrine where angel thoughts did worship;
Where painted windows lend a wondrous light
To every object moving in their many hues.
His wish poured forth at the close of his 
“Holy Dying,” we believe is remembered;—
“I desire to die a dry death; but am not very 
desirous to have a dry funeral: some flowers 
sprinkled upon my grave would do well and 
comely; a soft shower to turn those flowers into 
a springing memory, or a fair rehearsal, that I 
may not go forth of my doors, as my servants 
carry the entrails of beasts.”
Go, reverend spirit! vanish again into the past, 
the flowers are sprinkled; from these eyes the 
soft shower is rained!—return to thy old repose 
in thedust and quiet of upper shelves. I have 
called thee forth for a moment’s amusement, to 
a busy and hurried generation.
Thy service is performed’ thou mayest re­
turn into oblivion and rest! for who reads the 
old English prose writers in these enlightened 
days?
THE MILLENNIUM.
We perceive the following in the Albion of 
Saturday;
The Rev. John Wesley preached, on the 4th 
of May, 1788, in the parish church of Bradford 
upon which occasion he stated his conviction 
that the millennium reign of our Saviour would 
be in the year 1836.
We have reason to believe that this zealous 
Christian minister, who perhaps labored more 
extensively and usefully than anj man since St. 
Paul the apostle, imbibed this opinion from the 
Rev. Sir George Stonehouse, the learned and 
pious author of “Universal Restitution,” with 
whom he was once on terms of sincere friend­
ship and intimacy, although he never adopted 
his learned friend’s opinion of the eventual ter­
mination of future punishment. Sir George 
Stonehouse predicted that the millennium would 
commence in the year 1836, on the 6th of June 
at 9 o’clock in the morning; and that it would 
commence in the United States of America, 
which at the time he wrote, had just achieved 
their indeoendence. So fully ha convinc­
ed of this fact, that he sold very extensive es­
tates in England to invest his property in this 
country, when he was taken ill and died at Bris­
tol, the seaport from whence he intended to 
embark. The most sure way, however, for any 
man to witness the millennium, is to make one 
in his own bosom.—N. Y. Sun.
,sa’d J°e, “but my wife can.” Well; re- 
p ie tie man, I will give you one on condition 
that your wife read to you three chapters a day 
when you are at home to hear them. Upon 
these conditions, Joe took the Bible, and the 
man heard no more of it till about four weeks 
afterward, when Joe having an errand in the 
neighborhood, brought with him a square which 
he had stolen sometime before, and giving it up 
to its former owner, said, “There, that is'yours 
I have kept it sometime, but can keep it no lon­
ger, because I have got a Bible which tells me 
not to steal.” The Word’s influence thus be­
gan continuedto increase till now he is a mem­
ber of the Christian churclurejoicingjn the hope 
of the glory of God.
A book which thus exposes and counteracts 
the vicious propensities of man, and reclaims 
him to a life of holiness, furnishes the best kind 
of evidence of its divine origin. No system of 
mere human ethics has been found adequate 
thus to reform the vicious. But the Word of 
God has done it in innumerable instances to aid 
in circulating the Bible.— Vermont Telegraph.
THE FARMER.
An ungodly farmer, who had flocks and herds 
and a large farm house, and a full rick-yard, 
and a garner well stored with grain, was far 
from being happy. He was well oft' for this 
world, but not well provided for for the next.
Now it happened that this farmer came to 
poverty, for his flocks and herds were sorely 
visited by disease; and his house, his barns and 
his ricks were burned to the ground. But pov­
erty the best thing in the world for some people 
and when God pleases, he can make it the 
means of bringing an ungodly farmer to a better 
state of mind. It was exactly so with the far­
mer that 1 have been speaking of; for he through 
Divine grace, became pious and was happier in 
his poverty than he had been before in his pros­
perity.
An ungodly neighbor, about this time, called 
upon him, to condole with him on his great 
losses, and on his wretched condition.
“Stop, stop,” cried out the poor farmer,‘you 
are altogether wide ofthe mark—-I never was' 
so rich as I am now ; and as to my condition, 
I take it to be ten times better than it was be­
fore. I have lost it is true, my flocks and my 
herds,my house and the produce of my farm; but 
I find it much better to have God without these 
things, than to have these things without God.” 
— Cincinnati Journal.
THE TESTIMONY OF A PAGAN MAGISTRATE TO 
THE EXCELLENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.
A Chinese mandarin, who had the chiefcom-
mand of the royal troops in Cochin-China, per­
ceiving one day near the court a number of men 
beneath the conga, (an instrument of torture,) 
said, “Where have they seized on so many 
thieves at a time?” It was answered; that they 
were not thieves, but Christians, whose religion 
the king had forbidden under pain of death.— 
“How,” replied he, “condemned for being 
Christians? Can their religion be any crime 
against the government? Do they n-ot pay 
taxes as well as others? Do they not assist at 
the public work ? Do they not bear arms?— 
Do they not go to battle? Do they not follow 
our standard from north to south? What more 
can be required of them? Why should we con­
cern ourselves about their religion, provided 
they prove good and faithful subjects? It is we 
the disciples of Phut and Confucius, and espe­
cially we mandarins, who know no other law 
than our own wills, nor rule of life but our own 
concupiscence, that seize, without scruple the 
gardens and fields of the poor; that violate, 
without shame, the wives of others, and carry 
oft' their daughters by force; whereas the Chris­
tians confine themselves to one wife, without 
daring to approach the wives or daughters of 
others. In a word they are an upright and sim­
ple people, who do no injury to any one.
“When I was very young,” continued he, 
“there was a libertine with whom I was acquaint­
ed, who became a notorious thief. His family 
left no means untried to reclaim him from his 
wicked|course of life. He had often been severe- 
lywhipped,imprisoned,and even threatened with 
death by the heads of the village, but to no pur­
pose, for nothing could intimidate him. At 
length after an absence of many years, I met 
him by accident, and was astonished beyond 
measure at the alteration I perceived in him, 
being now neither a libertine, a gambler, nor 
a thief. I asked him the reason of so surprising 
a change. To which he replied that he had 
married a Christian woman, who, by her exhor­
tations and example, had converted him to her 
religion: he no longer dared to persevere in 
his wicked course of life, because it was for­
bidden by that religion. Behold,” added the 
mandarin, “what the magistrates could not ef­
fect by the force of their authority, a wife has 
accomplished by the influence ofher religion 1 
Ought a religion therefore which has the pow­
er of putting a stop to such disorders; ought 
a religion, which can convert a thief into a hon­
est man; ought such a religion to be proscribed 
or condemned? I defy,” continued he, “yours 
or mine to do as much.”—American Baptist 
Journal.
REMINISCENCES OF DR. PAYSON.
The following illustration was used in famili­
ar conversation with a friend. “God deals 
somewhat with us as we do with our children. 
When I am in my study engaged in writing or 
meditation, if I hear one of my children cry, I 
do not go to it immediately. The occasion of 
its tears may be a mere momentary trouble, ca­
pable of being removed by others, or from 
which it may be diverted by some toy. But if 
its cries continue, and I find that nothing but 
my presence will pacify it, I leave every thing 
and go to it. So when the children of God be­
gin to cry for his presence, he does not answer 
them immediately, but waits to see whether the 
cry is repeated; and if he finds that his child 
will be satisfied with nothing but his father’s 
presence, this blessing will not be long with­
held.”
During his last illness a friend coining into 
his room remarked familiarly, “Well, I am sor­
ry to see you lying here on your back.” “Do 
you know what God puts us on our backs for?”
said Dr. P. smiling- “No, ’ was the answer__
“In order that we may look upward.” His 
friend said to him, “I am not come to condole, 
but to rejoice with you, for it seems to me that 
this is no time for mourning.” “Well, I am 
glad to hear that,” was the reply; “for it is not 
often that I am addressed in such a way. The 
fact is, I never had less need of condolence, 
and yet every body persists in offering it; 
whereas when I was prosperous, and well, and 
a successful preacher, and really needed condo­
lence, they flattered and congratulated me.”—• 
Reg. Mag.
THE BIBLE. .
A man in Upper Canada, whom as in the hab­
it of taking an interest in the moral improvement 
of his neighborhood, one day inquired of a 
poor Irishman by the name of Joe whether he 
could read the Bible if h« should give him one.
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND.
If there is any one man in this country, who
more than others, deserves the title of philan­
thropist—a man whose philanthropy is enlarged 
and noble, and confined neither to party, sect, 
nation, class, color or individual—that man is 
Dr. Samuel G. Howe, of Boston. We have 
known him in the Morea in the autumn cam­
paign against the Turks, and in the spring 
pleading the cause of Greece, and raising sup­
plies through the interior of New York—ac­
companying them back to Greece in the sum­
mer. We have known him assisting Lafayette 
to his horse during the revolution of the three 
days in Paris, and in the same year lying in a 
German dungeon for carrying food and clothing 
to polish patriot prisoners. We have seen him 
offering his services in the cause of Africa—to 
labor for the benefit of the negro in this coun­
try, or in that which is peculiarly his own — 
And for the last three or four years we have 
seen him devoting his services with the same 
spirit and zeal in the cause of the unfortunate 
blind of his own country—-and with distin­
guished success. The school for this unfortu­
nate class of humanity in Boston, we believe to 
be one of the best managed, as it is one ot the 
most interesting objects of philanthropy in this 
country or any other:—and from its commence­
ment it has been under the charge of Dr.
Howe. .......In connection with this institution, and the in­
struction of the blind of our country generally, 
Dr. Howe has been for some time engaged in 
raising money for printing the books necessary 
for the successful prosecution of the object. 
A handsome donation toward this object was 
made by the American Bible Society last year, 
and we have reason to believe that these and 
other contributions for the purpose, have been 
well invested. In a letter before us from the 
Doctor—not written for publication, however,
GAMBIER OBSERVER
I have printed eight works 
half the new Testament—and 
have the means for the whole. I am aaX1”“u 
to go on. Indeed I must go on, unti &
have printed a smaU se^.^^the fingers’
—he says*.— 
among them,
choice collection ot ~-7 been satisfiedof literature at 
ends of the blind. I have never,
that all has been ‘ on® . j prop0se to appeal to York for the blind ; and. Ipr .P
the liberality o y tit tion jn your city grat- 
and to»sumly^he *■ foi au ,tg pyp.ls/>
U1\Ve are gratified in being enabled to state, 
that in furtherance of this design, Dr. Howe 
wiH visit this city during the approaching week 
of our great religious anniversaries. In his let­
ter, he says :—“I shall bring three of my pu­
pils, the most interesting creaturesyou ever saw, 
and endeavor to enlist the feelings, an 
purses, of some of your wealthy cltl^j\S 
behalf of the blind as a class. lam t0 addre 
the institute on the subject, and shal hen urge 
the plan.” We can only add our wish that he 
may not disappoint us in the promised visit, and 
ouVhope is, that his success may correspond 
with the excellence of the cause in which he is 
engaged, and the zeal with which he will urge 
liis appeal.—Com. Adv.
the iiea-
HAST TIIOU
From the Morning Star.
DONE THY DUTY TO 
THEN?
Professed Christian, your Creator is permit­
ting you to live in a part of the world which is 
highly distinguished with blessings. An oppor­
tunity is afforded you of obtaining useful infor­
mation and of accumulating property.—Yea, 
more, you are existing where the principles of 
moral sensibility and benevolence are inculca­
ted. Thus situated, you must of course be 
numbered with those to whom much has been 
given, and consequently something at least is re­
quired of you to discharge your duty as a soci­
al being. Christian reader, have you, being 
convinced that the heathen are in an ignorant 
and deplorable state, done all in your power to­
wards enlightening them and ameliorating their 
condition? Have you been as constant and fer­
vent inyour prayersas you should have been: and 
has there been mingled in your prayers an ar­
dent desire to know in what manner you should 
dispose of your time and property ? Have you 
been at all times diligent in business—strictly 
temperate and economical in eating, drinking 
and dressing? And hast thou faithfully appro­
priated the avails of this industry and economy 
and temperance, to the cause of Christ? In 
short, have you done all in your power to send 
the Gospel to the heathen? Let the Bible and 
your own conscience answer. Ministers of 
Christ, who watch for souls; have you labored 
with fidelity and untiring zeal to encourage and 
promote the missionary enterprise? Have you 
enlightened your churches and congregations 
upon this subject? Have you endeavored to 
remove all prejudices and objections existing 
against it ? And have you made all possible 
exertions to form Societies; and to show to 
those under your charge, the importance of 
contributing to them? If you have, undoubt­
edly God has blessed you in thus doing; and if 
you have not, his word instructs us that he has 
somewhat against thee, because thou has not 
been faithful in thy calling.
From the Vermont Chronicle. 
RAP AT THE RIGHT DOOR.
“He has insulted me beyond all endurance, 
and I will rap him for it.”
Now, my friend, just consider. I suppose 
you would not kill him outright: which you 
might do were you to give him a rap of vio­
lence. And it is plain, from your present state 
of mind, that you would not give him a good- 
humored blow: for that, like patting a dog, 
would make him good-natured, perhaps. Now, 
on your own showing the man has some canine 
qualities. His abuse ofyou is your testimony 
of this. You are offended and injured, you say 
by the display already made of these qualities. 
But you will bring more of them to vie why the 
course you propose. Rap that surly dog. You 
wfil get an angry growl, perhaps more, for your 
pains. You may get something of the kind if 
you rap that man.
“But I wish toicall his attention to his abuse 
of me.”
And so you think a wound in his flesh is the 
best mode of appealing to his moral sensibili
FROM ENGLAND.
A grand measure is about to be proposed in 
the British Parliament; which is no other than 
obstinately defended himself, his two daughters ' the introduction of a bill with a view to secure 
who had fallen into the hands of the Christinos, the due observance of the Lord’s day. The 
were dragged about, and always carried forward I movement is made by Sir Andrew Agnew who 
with the tiraldeur in every encounter by the j is said to be a man of singular moderation meek- 
garrison of Biioa, which had daily skirmishes I ness prudence, and temper, and who has shown 
with him. Zavala, fearful of injuring his own j all readiness to “suffer shame for the name of 
children, was obliged to prevent his partizans Christ,” as he will unqescionably be compelled 
1 from returning the enemy’s fire, and precipi- 1 to do in pressing forward such a measure as this, 
■ties. I think, if you rap him, he will think more j tately to retreat. At length, driven almost .to I A London paper before us advocates the mea-
of his skin than he will of his sin. You will J desperation between the reproaches of his party sure with great zeal, and recommends to the
draw his attention to his fleshly susceptibilities and his paternal feelings, he sacrificed the lat- people who love God, and desire his name to be 
and away from his guilt. And you will interest j ter to his duty ; and having harangued his fol-
hira in some way of repaying in kind your inva- ! lowers, placed them in ambush near a little vil- 
sion of his flesh. ; lage between Guernica and the sea. The ene-
Just think, too,—you have seen already, that j my being informed of the circumstance, ad­
man has a very bad heart. It is a very fur vanced along the road, leading forward as usual
nace of evil principles. You have been burnt' his two daughters. Zavala, in a firm voice, ) labor and trade, the opening of shops, taverns 
already by a spark. In pity to yourself, then, I but with tears in his eyes, ordered his men to and other places of entertainment, the circula-
I pray you, let the volcano sleep if it will. Your open their fire; and, instantly rushing in with tion of newspapersthe transmission of mails,and
revenge will only awaken it to fresh fury. A the bayonet, was fortunate enough to recover all other kinds of travelling on roads and canals;
burnt out vine-dresser on the side of Etna is I his children unhurt; they had, however nar­
rowly escaped, two ot those who held them be­
ing killed by the first discharge. His devotion 
was rewarded with victory: the enemy was dis­
persed and routed.”
To the above from Capt. Henningsen’s work, 
we add from our London papers one other case 
which has lately been brought to light and
poorly employed in opening 
the fire.
a new avenue to
“But I have no design of striking him. What 
I mean, by giving him a rap, is just to tell him 
what a mean and contemptible character he 
possesses.”
Well, this is better than to smite him; as it 
may be said^it is better a man should be bitten 
by an adder than stung by a scorpion. But I 
think still you rap at the wrong door. The 
right one is conscience. I will tell you how to 
knock at the door, and then how much you will 
accomplish by it.
1. Take no notice of the man’s abuse. Show 
him a. .placid countenance: a serene, quiet, 
peaceful, uncomplaining spirit. You will smite 
him by so doing. He will feel it. The peace­
fulness of your spirit as seen in contrast with 
the tumultuous passions ot his own bosom, will 
pierce him. There is keen and cutting rebuke 
jure ? *niuri°as the quiet patience of the in-
nevolent1 pS kn°ck StiH louder’ Let be‘ 
every act of kind Js^ reV‘Ier PromPl J70? t0 
good, even at the !x, youI Power- Do ,lim 
him an exact contrak oSfC,°fself‘deniaL Show 
Compel him to see there is of you>
of character and in whose fa?orP^ e d!^erence 
js. He cannot long stand this. , ffere"ce 
lieve there is a heart this side of nerdn;°„not, . 
can long abide such an appeal unmoved? whlcl1
Now see what may be alcomplished by #Uch 
» eourie.
1. You will have knocked at the right door. 
An angry blow, or a fierce and bitter rebuke, 
would have left his conscience without any as­
sault. You would have roused him by your re­
proaches, and so you would a tiger by pulling 
his beard; and to much the same purpose.— 
You would only have set malignant passions in 
a flame, without the slightest amendment ot
character. ,
2. You will follow at once the very best ex­
ample and the very best advice. CJiristalso 
suffered for us, leaving us an example t 
should follow his steps, who, when ll® "as , 
viled reviled not again; when he suffered .e 
threatened not. Now for the advice. It thine 
enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him 
drinxi for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of 
fire on his head.” Now if you are hot for ven­
geance, just think of these “burning coals!”— 
And if you can be satisfied only with a plenti­
ful recompense, you can heap them; and if you 
must reach a vital part, you can heap them on 
his head. Simon.
From the New York Observer.
HORRORS OF THE WAR IN SPAIN.
The cruelties practised both by Don Carlos 
and the Queen’s generals, in carrying on the 
present war in Spain, are such as would disgrace 
a nation of savages. Carlos began this warfare 
by proclaiming that all Constitutionalists found 
in arms should be put to death. To give 
strength to his cause he placed his army under 
the command of the Virgin Mary, whom he 
has nominated the generalissimo, and it is under 
cover of devotion to the Virgin, the Queen of 
Heaven, that this sanguinary bigot has legalised 
a series of butcheries which has propably never 
been paralled in the history ot Christendom.— 
The following anecdotes are from a book just 
published in London, from the pen of captain 
Henningsen, an English officer in the service of 
Don Carlos, whose statements, therefore, will 
not be likely to exaggerate the cruelty of the 
Pretender. We shall, however, give extracts 
proving the guilt of both parties.
The first extract relates to the murder of a 
Spanish grandee who had unhappily fallen into 
the hands of Don Carlos, but whose release 
was considered certain in exchange for some 
favorite officers of Zumalacarregui. The un­
happy prisoner had, in his anticipation, been ad­
mitted to familiar intercourse with the chiefs 
of Don Carlos, rode out with the General Com­
manding-in-Chief, and was treated by him as a 
friend.
“They were at dinner at Lecumberri when 
Rodil’s answer was brought in to Zumalacarre-
gui; that note contained only the following sen- J 1 u' ten pounds', i. o. u. thirty guineas-, i. o. u.
tence: the rebels taken have suffered death al­
ready.’ This was clearly the sentence of the 
prisoner. Zumalacarregui handed it over to 
him with the same sang-froid with which he 
would probably have received it, had it been the 
messenger of his own fate. Via Manuel chan­
ged colour. His host politely, but firmly ex­
pressed his regret at being obliged to perform 
so unpleasant a duty, hut informed him that he 
might be with his confessor till sunrise. His 
life had been spared so long, that this intelli­
gence came like a thunderstroke on the unhap­
py grandee. At Ins request, zmmaiacarregui 
consented to delay his execution, while he sent 
a messenger to the King, intreating his clemen­
cy. He returned with the answer, that when 
soldiers and officers of inferior rank, taken with 
arms in their hands, had suffered death, it was 
impossible to pardon a Spanish grandee. Via 
Manuel was shot at Lecumberri, but did not die 
so well as his deportment at first announced: 
probably it was the shock of the sudden disap­
pointment, after he had so long entertained 
hopes of life, which had unnerved him.”
The next extract from Captain Henningsen’s ' 
work shall be an exhibition of cruelty on the i 
part of the Christinos, or Queens party :—
“I will give an example of cruelty exercised , 
against Zavala, beyond what Europe would be- 1 
lieve of the modern ages, and of the party ' 
who profess to desire nothing but the improve - j 
ment of Spain. Having when pursued,sometimes
and the sailing of ships and boats—making ex 
ceptions only for cases of piety, charity, and ne­
cessity. Christians of all nations will rejoice 
in the success of such a project in England :
1 yet that success is hardly to be anticipated.—
I The motion was to be introduced on the 21st of 
' this month. In our own country, we can easily 
imagine what would be the result of such an 
which Lord Palmerston did not too strongly attempt to bring the law of the land, in respect 
stigmatise when he called it diabolical. We al-[ to the Sabbath, simply in conformity with the 
a:— I i-.... jt woUjj be treated with eontu-lude to the conduct of the monster Mina in 
shooting the mother of Cabrera, one of the par­
tisans of Don Carlos.
Cabrera, like his master, Don Carlos, had 
been guilty of some atrocities. His guilt might 
have justified his execution, had he been cap­
tured, but the seizure and cold blooded murder 
of his mother, is a monstrosity of guilt, for 
which we must almost go back to the days of 
Nero in order to find a parallel. The result of 
this horrible piece of cruelty has led to an 
equally horrid retaliation on the part of Cabre­
ra. It appears that in revenge for the mur­
der of his mother, a Bayonne paper of the 15th 
states, the threats of reprisals issued by Cabre­
ra, in coBsequenee of the execution of his mo­
ther, have been partly carried into execution 
on eighteen unfortunate women—mothers, 
wives, or sisters of men devoted to the Queen’s 
Government, who have been shot by his orders. 
Other similar executions on the same account 
were speedily to follow.
In allusion to the above, the London Record 
observes, “In looking at the state of Spain, and 
remarking how peculiarly it has been the favor-
edseat of Popery, we may well exclaim “By 
their fruits ye shall know tnem.” Tried by 
this test,’ ivhat a monster does Popery ap­
pear 1”
The following paragraph from a letter in the 
N. Y. Observer by Dr. Humphrey is so graphi­
cally true, that it is refreshing to contemplate 
such a picture of evangelical benevolence.
I. o. u.
In visiting a countryso distinguished for science 
and literature; and all the higher branches of 
education, as Great Britian, I hoped to glean 
many valuable hints which might be turned to 
a good account at home; and my expectations 
were as fully realized, as my limited time and 
opportunities would allow. But I little thought 
that I was going to England, to be taught so 
simple and elementary apart of education, as 
the powers of the letters, whether vowels or con­
sonants; and still less did I dream of bein 
schooled in this part of Dilworth, at one of the 
great anniversaries in Exeter Hall. So it was, 
however, and I was'thankful for the opportuni­
ty, though the first and only lesson cost me a 
few English sovereigns. It was entirely confin­
ed to the three vowels, i. o. u., and I am free to 
confess, that I found these three letters, in com­
bination, to possess powers which were entirely 
new to me. It was at the meeting of the Lon­
don Missionary Society, and the instructor was 
the Rev. Mr. Knill, formerly of St. Petersburg!) 
but now one of the most efficient agents of this
Society. The honor of the discovery, however 
for I must call it so, he frankly confessed did 
not belong to him but to Manchester, the place 
of a thousand ingenious inventions and improve­
ments.
It was near the close of the meeting, that Mr.
Knill was introduced to the audience, and very 
warmly received. He is a tall, athletic man, 
with a serious and striking countenance, and a 
great deal of what we call tact, in touching the 
springs of emotion and action. He speaks with 
freedom, earnestness, and uncommon power, 
both of voice and impression.
“I attended a missionary meeting,” said he, 
the other evening in Manchester, and took up 
what I thought, a very liberal collection. When 
it was over, a gentleman came to me and said, 
if'you will appoint another meeting for to-mor­
row evening, we will show you how we do these 
things in Manchester. The meeting was accord­
ingly appointed. The evening came. The hall 
was filled and after the addresses usual on such 
occasions it was proposed to try the power of 
the vowels, i. o. u. Instantly, they began to 
come in, on slips of paper from all quarters,
twenty pounds-, and so on, till the subscription 
amounted to a much larger sum, than had been 
collected on the preceding evening. And now 
said Mr. Knill, his eye kindling as he spoke, 
shall we try the power of these simple vowels 
in London? The appeal was electrical. Hear 
him! yes—yes! we will try it,’ was the answer 
from all sides. And the i. o. u’s. soon began 
to pour into the treasury. They were read 
from the platform ; I. o. u. five pounds, ten 
pounds,forty pounds-, and thus several hundred 
pounds were subscribed in a few minutes. I 
v.rcit to mention, in connection with this 
spirit stirring winding up of the meeting, that 
during the last prayer, the bag containing the 
I. o. u’s. with a small sum in cash, was stolen 
from the table on the platform, by one of the 
light fingered corps, who had in some way gain­
ed admittance, without exciting any suspicion. 
But although he got off safe, with his satchel of 
r. o. u’s what could be done with them? To 
the treasurer of the Society, even after they 
were stolen, they were as good as bank of Eng­
land notes; but what could the thief do with 
them ? Who would give him sovereigns for 
them, at the counter? The ultimate loss to the 
society, was very trifling.—Protestant Vindica­
tor.
hallowed, to come forward in thousands and 
tens of thousands, with petitions in aid of Sir 
Andrew’s plan. The proposed form of the pe­
tition prays for the prohibition of all desecra­
tions of the Lord’s day, especially all kinds of MISSIONARY
law of God.
mely and derision. It would be considered the 
dream of enthusiasm and the delusion of fanati­
cism. Yet in regard to profanation of the 
Lord’s day, in every one of the particlars speci­
fied above, we must be numbered among the 
nations that have forgotten and forsaken God.— 
Cincinnati Journal.
THAT scattereth and yet in- 
CREASETII.
The Secretary of an Auxiliary Bible Society 
of England in transmitting a donation relates 
the following anecdote connected with the gift. 
An individual in moderate, but comfortable cir­
cumstances, after much hesitation determined 
to allow ten pounds a year to a poor relative.— 
This he continued to do, when he felt the en­
snaring thought beset him-—that the allowance 
was no longer necessary—that he could not 
spare it that he might live to want it himself. 
He soon saw that this was a temptation and felt 
ashamed for having indulged such thoughts, 
and thus to have distrusted the providencB of 
his Heavenly Father. In a noble spirit resolv-
THERE is
ing to stifle such suggestions, he determined
for the future to allow his poor relative twenty 
pounds a year, instead of ten. From this time 
his circumstances improved; and although not 
now a rich man, yet such lie says has been the 
mercy and goodness of God towards him, even 
as to his outward substance, that it has contin­
ued to increase he knows not how. This state­
ment accompanied a donation of £100 to the 
Bible Society.—Southern Churchman.
Adorn the temples, and half hid, half seen,
The priest and people emulously pay
Glad homage, with the festal chants between ; 
And aisles and arches echoing back the strain,
The sylvan tapestry around is stirred,
And voices sweeter than the sound of bird 
Are resonant within the leafy fane!”
CONVERSION AT THE AGE OE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.
The following brief account of Mr. Luke 
Short, who died in Middleborough, about seven­
ty years since, at the advanced age of one hun­
dred and sixteen years, and who was convert­
ed when an hundred years old, is from the 
American Baptist Magazine for February:
Mr. Luke Short was born in Dartmouth, 
county of Devon, (Eng.) where he lived till he 
was about fifteen years of age* He recollect­
ed to have seen Oliver Cromwell, witnessed 
some of his most memorable achievements 
and was present at the beheading of Charles I, 
in 1694.
Shortly after this time, he became a seaman 
came to America, and fixed upon Marblehead, 
as the place of his residence. There he mar­
ried, and was blessed with a family of chil­
dren.
From Marblehead Mr. Short sailed regularly 
in the merchant service, until, being advanced 
in life, some change of employment became ne­
cessary. He then removed from that place and 
settled in Middleborough Plymouth county, 
Massachusetts. Here he resided until the day 
of his death.
When an hundred years old, his strength wras 
sufficient to enable him to work on his farm, 
and his mental faculties were but little impair­
ed. At this advanced age, he ’was sitting one 
day in his field, and calling to mind some of the 
most remarkable events of his life, particularly 
ofhis youth. His memory fastened especially 
upon the following fact. When quite a boy. 
he had heard the venerable John Flavel, whose 
praise has long been in the churches, preach 
from the words, “If any man love not the Lord 
Jesus Christ, let him be anathema maranatha.” 
He recollected a considerable part of the dis­
course, which was exceedingly pungent and 
solemn, particularly the explanation of the 
words anathema maranatha, “ cursed with a 
curse, cursed of God with a bitter and grevious 
curse.”
Connected with the delivery of the sermon 
was one event, which made a deep impression 
on the minds of the audience, and which was 
now called to recollection by Mr. Short. When 
Mr. Flavel arose to pronounce the benediction, 
he paused and said; ‘How shall I bless this whole 
assembly, when every person who loveth not 
the Lord Jesus Christ, is anathema maranatha?” 
A baronet who happened to be present, fell on 
the floor, overwhelmed with the solemn convic- 
tioh which this question carried home to his 
bosom.
The recollection of this sermon, and of the 
circumstancesattending it, were the means used 
by the Spirit of God to awaken Mr. S’s atten­
tion to the subject of religion at this advanced 
age. lie ublahicd mercy through the merits of 
a crucified Saviour, joined the First Congrega­
tional Church in Middleborough,and to the day' 
ofhis death, which took place in his one hun­
dred and sixteenth year, gave pleasing evidence 
of piety. God, who in answer to prayer, added 
fifteen years to the life of Hezekiah, added six­
teen years to that of this venerable man,after he 
had been born when he was old.
PREVAILING SIN AN OCCASION OE CONVERSION.
A missionary to a western frontier village re­
ports the following interesting case of conver­
sion. The subject of it is an intelligent young 
man from Massachusetts, whose sentiments on 
religion, until lately, were a compound of Socin- 
ian and Universalist notions,, though his paren­
tal education had been orthodox. “lie informs 
me,” says the missionary, “that the profane 
and vulgar opposition to religion which he wit­
nessed here impressed him with his first serious 
convictions of man’s depravity and need of re­
generation and of the absurdity of the belief 
that ungodly men can go to heaven without a 
change. His life and conversation give very 
satisfactory evidence of regeneration.”—Pas­
tor’s Journal.
A believer hath so much opposition in his 
way to glory, that he had need be well locked 
into the saddle of his profession, or he will be 
soon dismounted. Gurnali,.
Though so far separated by a wide expanse 
of waters, we were with you, and many other 
dear friends, in spirit, on this joyful day. We 
could not but think that the festival would be 
celebrated by the Church in our beloved coun­
try, through all her hallowed courts with fresh 
animation and delight, in consequence of her 
late solemn resolution to gird herself anew for 
the fulfilment of the last command of him who 
was born a Prince and a Saviour for a rebellious 
and ruined w’orld. The thought of the holy 
zeal now developing itself so nobly among her 
ministers and members, under the influence, as 
we trust, of the spirit of grace, was not a little 
consoling to ourselves amid the difficulties of 
our situation here, through want of further aid 
in our operations. We quite forgot ourselves 
and our petty trials in thinking of the youthful 
servants of Christ in our Theological Semina- 
ries, who are preparing to engage in missionary 
work, either in our western wilds, or in foreign 
lands, and of the stations which some of them 
might with most advantage occupy in the Le­
vant. Only one thing tended to diminish our 
gratification. It was the recollection of the 
missionary party bound for Athens, of whose 
arrival at Malta we had already heard. As the 
season was very inclement, we could not but 
entertain some apprehensions regarding not on­
ly their comfort, but safety. We have since 
had the pleasure of learning that they have all 
arrived “at the haven where they would be” in 
good health, and we doubt not, “with a grate­
ful sense of his mercies” whom “the winds and 
the seas obey.” W« had the pleasure of the 
company of brother Leeves and family in the 
evening, and our children enjoyed themselves 
highly in youthful sports with theirs. We are 
glad when they have thus an occasional holiday, 
for the poor things are sadly off’ for companions 
and means of proper amusement. For more 
than a month past, in consequence of the un­
pleasant weather and our pressing occupations, 
they have scarcely been out of the house. It 
was our intention, on the Greek Christmas, to 
have all the children of the school assembled 
together for religious exercises, and to receive 
some slight gift, according to their respective 
merits. The weather proved so inclement that 
but few were able to attend, the greater num­
ber being quite young, poorly supplied with 
comfortable clothing, and living at a considera­
ble distance from the school. The gifts consis­
ted of little woolen jackets, frocks, and neck- 
handkerchiefs. They were all articles cf a 
cheap description, but tended much both to the 
comfort and gratification of the poor little 
creatures who gladly and thankfully received 
them. Those who were unable to attend on 
Christmas day, received their gifts afterwards. 
Indeed, in very many cases we felt that it was 
a charity much needed, and we are very grate­
ful to those kind friends at home who have put 
it in our power thus to relieve these suffering 
children. They do indeed suffer during the 
winter season not a little. Many of them have 
their feet covered with chilblains, and often all 
cracked open and bleeding. In this state they 
are unable to wear the stiff, coarse shoes which 
at other times they bring with them, if they are 
not too poor to procure them. But when their 
little feet become thus painfully sore, they put 
on clogs, consisting of a high woolen sole, fas­
tened to the foot by a single hand of coarse 
leather about an inch broad, and crossing it just 
above the junction of the toe. With these 
rude protections against the sharp stones, and 
often without a stocking to guard them from the 
cold, the greater part come to school from a 
distance of at least half a mile, and there are 
two little ones, one of seven and the other of 
eleven years, who walk in from the country a 
distance of more than two miles.
Two of the most interesting pupils we have, 
Eugenia Svero and Xene Georgiades (the lat­
ter of whom especially is in a very destitute 
state, the parents of both being quite poor,) 
the former being between six and seven and the 
latter five years, of age, have been regular at­
tendants at the school from its beginning. Dur­
ing the severest part of the winter their poor 
little feet had become so dreadfully swollen 
cracked, and apparently ulcerated, that they 
were obliged to remain at borne. Yet no soon­
er had the weather moderated, than they be­
gan to attend anew, although it must have been 
a very painful effort for them to reach the 
school. Julia says, that she never saw feet in 
such condition, and should have thought that 
they were in a state of mortification. The 
greater part of the children dwell in little hov­
els, consisting of one lowroofed room, with the 
earth for flooring. At one end there is usually 
a little raised place with a few boards loosely 
laid, upon which they sit during the day, and 
sleep at night. Indeed, if you could see the 
quarter in which they live, the narrow, filthy 
lanes, and the close, confined habitations, you 
would wonder that they are not constantly sub­
ject to epidemical diseases. When there is 
any sickness here, it is in these districts that it 
chiefly prevails, and where, from had air, wretch­
ed food, and, I fear also, in many cases, irregu­
lar habits, it becomes most destructive. A 
great advantage to the whole town, is the pre­
valence at almost all seasons of North wintls, 
which bringing with them purity and freshness 
from their course over the sea, sweep away any 
noxious exhalations that may be rising in the at­
mosphere. In the summer we have scarcely 
any other winds, and they render the climate 
peculiarly healthful and agreeable by tempering 
the heats. We all agree that we have never 
suffered so little from the warmth of summer as 
in Syra. Our house is delightfully situated for 
this season, but in the winter we are rather too 
much exposed. The wind, indeed, which in 
the winter is often tempestuous, strikes direct- 
cr ly with its full force against the principal en­
trance, and we bav$ been much incommoded by 
it, and occasionally have suffered not a little.—— 
This winter, however, I have had some barriers 
put up which have relieved us much, and we 
hope another season to be much better protec­
ted than heretofore against the cold.
In a I’. S. to the letter from which the fore­
going extracts are made, under date of Feb.
9, Dr. Robertson says:—“I did not forward 
this letter to Smyrna when there was an oppor-
From the Episcopal Recorder.
LETTER FROM THE REV. DR. ROBERTSON.
Syra, January 15, 1836. 
My dear Brother,—We are just through with 
the double holidays of the season—I mean 
Christmas and New-year, according to both old 
and new style—the former being observed by 
the Greeks and the latter by ourselves. We 
had a vacation of four days in the school and 
of two in the Printing-office for Christinas, 
and of one in each for New-year, old style- In 
our own festivals the operations in both school 
and office were as usual, although we gave our­
selves A respite from our ordinary caies. In 
consequence of the uncommon severity of the 
weather, we had less social intercourse with 
our missionary friends than usual at this sea­
son; but we were able to assemble together in 
my study, (our regular chapel at present,) form­
ing, with the consul’s family and other friends 
a little congregation of thirty-six persons, to 
keep “merry Christmas,” in singing psalms and 
offering prayers and thanksgiving to the God 
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ for the 
gift of his son our Saviour. After an appropri­
ate and excellent discourse from brother Leeves 
we enjoyed the privilege of partaking togeth 
of the holy Eucharist. My study, (which is a 
very large room, about 26 feet by 32,) is well 
su'ted for the purpose of social worship for our 
little flock, and on the present occasion was de­
corated with greens, both because we loved the 
cheerful appearance ourselves and find it -rati- 
fy.ng to our children, and because it brings to 
our minds a more lively recollection of our fa­
voured native land, where
“White-robed altars dressed in living green,
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tunity, a few days since, hoping to get it to yon 
earlier by Marseilles or Leghorn. The promis­
ed occasion is however still deferred, and I am 
now told that in a day or two more the vessel 
will sail.
“This morning we have received letters from 
brother Hill, announcin^lhe very unexpected 
tidings that his wife is to set out in a few days 
for the United States....May she meet with 
abundant success! And may we not hope that 
some day somewhat more attention will be giv­
en to our branch of the mission ! The name of 
Syra carries not with it the charm of that of 
Athens; yet it is an important station, and has 
thrice the number of inhabitants of Athens.— 
Shall we not one day have some help too—a 
pious married printer, and a dear sister as an 
assistant missionary ?
“We are all at present in good health through 
divine mercy ; and with affectionate regards, to 
all inquiring friends, I remain your affectionate 
brother, J. J. R.”
MISSION AT SYRA.
Letter from Dr. Robertson.—The following from the 
Christian Witness is an extract of a letter of Dr, Robert­
son to a gentleman in Boston.
Syra. February 5, 1836.
My dear friend,—I have deferred writing 
mv letter for this month for some days, because 
I have known of no opportunity to forward it.
It always affords me so much pleasure to pass 
an hour in conversing with you, by means of my 
pen, that I should indulge myself still more fre­
quently, were it not for my incessant occupa­
tions, and the fear of trespassing upon impor­
tant duties. We have indeed our hands full of 
work, and should accomplish much more than 
we do if we had further aid, especially of a 
missionary printer with a pious wife. I have 
just received two letters from the Secretary of 
the American Tract Society, with information 
of the liberal grants in aid of my department for 
the current year. It fills my heart with glad­
ness and gratitude that the presses under my 
charge are thus nobly sustained by the charita­
ble contributions of the Christian public in mv 
native land. It will help to furnish means of 
spiritual instruction to multitudes who are ready 
to perish through the lack of knowledge, but I 
feel exceedingly straitened as to the applica­
tion of this benevolence for the want of a pro- \ may see tlle danger of attempting to transfer to others their 
per head to the office. I have 110 lets or hin- personal responsibility in the matter of religion. They 
may be leaning on a broken reed, which, instead of lend­
ing permanent support will pierce them to the heart. They 
may be trusting their treasures to the keeping of a bank­
rupt. They may he relying upon a judgment which is 
itself supported on nothing better than whim, or vanity, or 
passion. “To the Law and to the Testimony.” What 
does God say ? What will the Lord have us to do? These 
are the questions most important to be asked; and till we 
have obtained an answer, we stand in jeopardy every hour, 
and to get these answers we should, in our own persons, 
come as nigh to God as possible—leave as little as possible 
to the intervention and agency of others, and where such 
agency’ must be used, use it on the safe side.
drances here. The field indeed is widening and 
I feel much encouraged at my prospects in all 
respects, except as regards the internal admin­
istration of the printing establishment. With 
the new organization of the Society, and the ap­
pointment of such a man as Dr. Milnor as its 
Secretary and General Agent, my hopes of be­
ing speedily relieved in this respect are all re­
vived; after more than three years of urgent en­
treaties and patient waiting I trust my eyes will 
now be soon greeted with the appearance of 
some dear brother in Christ, full of missionary 
zeal, and well qualified to direct the mechani­
cal department of my mission. It was not to 
be expected that my excellent brother, the Se­
cretary of the Board, could give the time and ' REPKESENTATI'£S 01 
attention requisite to the due supply of all the 
wants of Foreign Missionaries, when the care of 
all the Domestic Missions also rested upon him. i was not only too i.b,
Every thing, with the divine blessing, maybe 
hoped from the appointment of a Secretary and 
General Agent solely for Foreign Missions, and 
be a man of such tried piety, weight of char­
acter, and business habits as the Rector of St. 
George’s.
Our school, too, is flourishing, and my chief 
difficulty at present is to keep it within due 
bounds, as my wife is really overburdened al­
ready with work. I had determined that not 
naore than fifty children should be received, but 
at length consented to extend the number to 
sixty. To-day my wife informs me there were 
e>ixty-seven present, seven having (what shall I 
say,) surreptitiously crept in. Indeed it seems 
impossible to resist the applications for admit­
tance which are constantly made,-—but we must 
not go beyond our strength, or attempt more 
than we can properly accomplish.
In reference to a discussion, carried on with no little 
acrimony in the Greek newspapers, “ in regard to the de­
position of a Greek priest for having called in question the 
opinion that the ‘ Apostolic Canons,’ so called, derive their 
origin and authority from the Apostles,” Mr. It. makes 
the following comments.
You have here abundant evidence that men 
are not afraid to speak freely their minds in 
Greece. In fact there are frequent attacks 
upon individual bishops or priests, as well as 
upon acts of the Synod, for supposed injustice 
or wickedness oflife, and they are thus arraign­
ed before the bar of public opinion. Some evils 
may arise from the public exposure of the de­
fects and vices of the clergy, especially where 
the tendency of cultivated minds is to infidelity. 
But the effect upon the whole, will, I doubt not, 
be good,—rendering the clergy far more cir­
cumspect in their conduct. May God speedily'' 
bring on the day when they shall, through the 
blessed influence of the pure Gospel, be govern­
ed by higher motives than a mere regard to the 
world’s opinion! In the mean time it is a cause 
of thankfulness that the liberty of the press in 
Greece, subjects them to this restraint. There 
ean be little doubt, that from time to time, many 
subjects connected with the errors and super­
stitions of the Greek Church, will thus be 
brought before the public eye to be distinctly 
controverted, by members, if not ministers of 
its own body. It will not be easy to put down 
fair discussion in Greece, though any attempt 
of foreigners to meddle, publicly,with such mat­
ters, would be generally regarded with an evil 
eye, arouse national pride, and, instead of tend­
ing to Convince any, would put almost all, who 
should notice the circumstance, in an attitude 
of defence, or perhaps of direct hostility. We 
may then safely continue our work of endeavor­
ing to push in truth, and leave direct attacks 
upon existing abuses, to those who may grap­
ple with them without risking other and (I think) 
superior means of usefulness. Coray has al­
ready'' done much, and is probably not much 
more esteemed by the Synod than the poor 
Protosyngclos lately deposed. The Bishop of 
Eubcea, alluded to in the above communication, 
is one against whom a great outcry was raised 
the last year by many of the inhabitants of Eu­
boea, for avarice, oppressive conduct, and impu­
rity oflife. lie was ordered to Athens, and, I 
believe, deprived of his Diocese, by the then 
existing Synod. It appear* that he has been 
restored by the new Synod.
THE OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 183C.
Human Authority—An utter disregard for the opi­
nions of mankind, whether in matters which concern them 
or ourselves, which relate to this world or the next, is by 
no means commendable; on the contrary, highly censura­
ble, evincing either an overweening conceit of our own 
abilities, or a misanthropy which is contrary to nature and 
nature’s God- At the same time the opinions of men are 
so various and inconsistent and contradictory, that to make 
them alone or primarily the rule of our judgment or con­
duct, were to regulate our movements by a weathercock . 
Nothing would be more unstable than our characters, or 
more uncertain than our conduct. If they are made the 
rule of action and opinion at all, it is plain it should not be 
except under ceitain conditions and in peculiar circumstan­
ces, otherwise we shall most certainly often sacrifice truth 
and virtue, and with them at last our happiness temporal 
and eternal.
When Dr. Garth, the author of the Dispensary, was in 
his last sickness, Addison went to see him, and perceiving 
his end to be near, in the spirit of true friendship, began 
to converse with him upon the necessity of preparing for 
his approaching dissolution. His kindness was met with 
the following reply-: “ Surely, Addison, 1 have good rea­
son not to believe these trifles, since my friend Dr. Ed­
mund Halley,who has dealt so much in demonstration, lias 
assured me that the doctrines of Christianity are incom­
prehensible, and the religion itself an imposture.”
This fact, which we find recorded in the Life of Bishop 
Berkley, we recite in order to place by its side another fact 
from the Life of Newton. The veiy Dr. Halley above 
mentioned, once gave utterance to some of the skeptical 
sentiments, which he had broached to Dr. Garth, in the 
hearing of Sir Isaac Newton. What was the 'answer of 
the philosopher ? Mund, I have studied these sub-
W hat a meuiftichol^ exhibition have we here ! Dr. Garth 
lulling his conscience to sleep in his last moments on the 
judgment of the great Dr. Halley, while the greater Sir 
Isaac Newton testifies, on personal knowledge of the man 
and of the subject, that that judgment is incorrect, having 
been formed even without investigation ! What a lesson 
does this teach ! What a comment does it furnish on the 
maxim, “trust ye not in man!”
From the two incidents thus put together, persons,of all 
ages, the young especially, may draw instruction. They
THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY IN ENG­
LAND.
We have long thought that the American Bible Society 
»l;« tto wppuiuiment or persons to re­
present it on the platform of the British anti Foreign, and 
fast rendering its favours, of tiiis kind, too cheap, as .veil to 
the society abroad,as the applicants at home ; but also that, 
in the selection of delegates, there was the appearance of 
too little care that the persons appointed should he “apt 
and meet” to exercise their officewith a discreet regard toall 
those matters of delicacy in relation to the civil and religi­
ous peculiarities of England with which a public represen­
tative from tiiis country should have no public connection; 
but,over which our hot-headed and inexperienced absentees 
are so apt to stumble. This subject has just been suggest­
ed by the perusal of an elaborate Charge by the Chancellor 
of the Diocese of Winchester, the Rev. W. Dealtry D. D. 
a warm and active friend of the British and Foreign Bible 
Society from its birth.
The subject of the Charge is Church Establishments.— 
In the notes, we have the following reasonable complaint 
against the part taken in England, by American fninisters 
representing our American religious societies, in efforts, 
the express object of which is opposition to the existing in­
stitutions of England. He quotes a speech delivered May
16, 1835, by the Rev. Dr--------- of N. York (the name
is not given) at a London Meeting of the Society for the 
protection of religious liberty. Whatever the indefinite­
ness of the name of that Society, it is well known in Eng­
land, as the speeches at its meetings well confirm, to be 
particularly set against the Established Church. Its char­
acter in this respect will be manifest to any one, who knows 
O’Connell,and what his life is spent in, when informed that 
O’Connell, was not only present on’that occasion, but ad­
dressed the meeting, and was very clamorously greeted and 
cheered. It is said, and probably witli truth,that one of the 
American FresbyterianMinistcrs who were present and who 
was expected to speak, did himself the honor of refusing to 
do,so because such a man asO’Connell was permitted to he 
thus conspicuous. Be this as it may, it seems that another 
of the Americans—and he a representative of tlie American 
Bible Society did speak, and ventured on the very subject, 
which an American minister in England and e specially in 
such a capacityought in all delicacy to have avoided,— Church
Establishments. “The words ascribed to Dr----------are
these:” We proceed to quote from Dr. Dealtry.
“In his country, the only thing persons of different re­
ligious asked of the State was, that the State would leave 
them alone.” He did not intend, 1 imagine, to tell 
us, that suJi petitions were actually presented : lie meant, 
I presume, to say, that no classes of Christians in America 
asked of the State for an Establishment, which I suppose 
is correct: they must, under the existing circumstances of 
that country, be insane, if they acted otherwise; hut not 
so would his words be interpreted by the persons who heard 
him. They would understand him as asserting, that all 
the classes of that country were hostile to Establishments, 
a position clearly incorrect; and they would understand 
hii i further, to be making use of the alleged fact, adduced 
as it was at a meeting of the Society for the Protection of 
Religious Liberty, as an argument against the Church Es­
tablishments of this country. On what other principle can 
we account for such a speech on such an occasion ? I have
no wisii to give pain to Dr. ------, but I submit for his own
consideration—however proper it may be for an American 
minister, standing only on his own individual responsibili- 
tv, to mix himself at public meetings with matters ot this 
sort in London ; yet, is it quite befitting for a person, who 
comes deputed to the British and Foreign Bible Society, 
from the similar institution in America, and therefore in­
vested in some degree with its authority, to render him­
self prominent for hostility to the institutions ot Great 
Britain? . . „ -
“This is not the first time that, as a friend to the Brit­
ish and Foreign Bible Society, 1 have felt dissatisfaction in 
the same way. I abstained from noticing the subject in 
my former edition, merely because I thought that the ex­
ample set by the Reverend Doctor, who came on a like 
deputation two years ago, would scarcely find an imitator, 
lam well aware that the British and Foreign Bible So­
ciety is not confined to any denomination of persons tailed
Christians; and I am well aware that some of the most 
determined enemies of the Church, as well as of its most 
attached friends, are Members of that Society. 1 do not 
complain of any of my countrymen for holding, or for 
stating, witli a due regard to truth, on the most public 
occasions, sentiments at variance with niy own; but as a 
Member of the Bible Society, I do complain ot the part 
taken by American deputations—Presbyterians or not, is
a point of no moment in these domestic questions,_ and
I think that the Bible Society has a right to complain 
also.
To what extent the American representative of 1833, 
who“came in the good ship Sampson,” offended in this way, 
I am unable fully to state; if I may judge from the Church' 
of Scotland Magazine, he was not very remarkable for for­
bearance. “We should like,” say the editors in a note 
subjoined to an American's Defence of Church Establish­
ments, “to know what now becomes of the boasting words
of the American Dr. ----- , who was lately in tiiis country,
and was so much caressed by the voluntaries—* That no 
man in America would dare to advocate a church establish­
ment. This gentleman, we must say, manifested singu­
larly little discretion in throwing himself, in a strange 
country, into the hands of one of its most furious and fool­
ish parties, instead of observing cautiously for himself; 
and liis voluntary friends witli equal indiscretion have com­
mitted themselves in some of his unguarded statements.” 
p. 15, March, 1834*. No man in America, says the worthy 
Doctor, would dare to advocate a Church Establishment. 
Indeed ! Dr. Dwight did so, and yet died a natural death. 
.Has voluntaryism operated so fearful and deadly a change 
in America, tiiat a man would not now be safe in doing 
what was done by Dr. Dwight? I know that a man Is
not safe, and Dr. -------- knows it too, who dares to plead
there for the emancipation of the Slave; but can it be 
true, that in the land which is, by way of eminence, the 
land ot liberty, my house would be burnt, and my property 
pillaged, and my life endangered, if I should take Up Dr. 
Dwight’s language, and plead for tlie establishment of re­
ligion? I have no objection to Andover Professors, or any 
other Americans, making any sort of assertions which their 
taste will allow :—1 have no objection to the curious as­
sertions even of the orator at Glasgow ; only let it be un­
derstood, that tiiese gentlemen are speaking merely as in­
dividuals. If they come here as representatives of the 
American Bible Society, unless the authority to make such 
speeches be conferred by that Society, they travel beyond 
their commission.”
What would be thought in this country, if a representa­
tive of the British and Foreign Bible Society should come 
to tiiis country, and on the platform of a society for the 
protection of civil liberty, where the whole weight of the 
association was thrown into direct opposition to the politi­
cal institutions of the country, and where one of the most 
violent and ruthless agitators wa s prominent, should bring 
up the differing institutions of England, by way of con • 
trast, and contribute his efforts to those of the rest of the 
meeting, by arraying the public opinion of ids own coun­
try in favor of its revolutionary object ? I apprehend he 
would be treated with little of that dignified forbearance 
on tlie part of the loyal public which characterize, general­
ly, the behaviour of our transatlantic friends in such cases. 
It should be remembered however, by way of lesson, that 
some years ago. a Reverend Doctor, who transgressed in 
some such way, at the anniversary of the B. & F. Bible 
Society, received his reward in being hissed till he sat down-
Missionary Press at Syra—The following summary 
of the publications of the Missionary Press at Syra for 
1834 and ’5 is furnished in a letter of Dr. Robertson un­
der date of February 8th, 1835.
Tlie whole amount of pages, then, during the last two 
years, is 3,016,000, or more than one and a half times the 
whole amount during all the antecedent period. Of these 
pages, 982,700 are for grammars and classical works for 
schools; all tire remainder, in number 2,033,300 are for 
works of a moral and religious character. This is equal 
to 101,665 tracts of 20 pages each, or more than 50,000 
such tracts annually, exclusive of the hooks of a literary 
nature. The greater pan r>f »i,o — ruuntouuiis ail;
the expense of the American Tract Society,—a portion 
at that of the Young Men’s Tract Society of Philadelphia, 
a portion at that of the Sunday School of St. Peter’s 
Church, Baltimore, and the Book of Genesis, at that of
the British and Foreign Bible Society.
Sunday School Union.—By a notice in another part of 
the paper it will be seen that the annual meeting of tlie 
Board of Managers of this important institution will take 
place next month. We are requested by the secretary, to 
ask the attention of the superintendents of all schools be­
longing to our Church to the notice, that they may he re­
minded he will need reports from their respective schools 
before that time, to enable him to prepare the annual report 
to be submitted to that meeting. Earlier notice to this 
effect would have been given, had he returned sooner from 
his southern tour. He would be glad to have a report from 
every school connected with our Church, and would thank 
the person sending it to state whether it be auxiliary to 
our Union, or not. If the reports be sent immediately, 
they will reacli him in season for the purpose for whicli 
they are solicited.
Will tlie other periodicals of tlie Church have the good­
ness to place this article under their editorial head ?
[ Chnrchman.
OBITUARY.
Died, in Troy, Miami county, Ohio, on Wednesday tlie 
18th inst. Mr. Cloyd McI.ung, a member and one of tlie 
vestry of Trinity Church.
In recording tlie death of brother McLung, our feelings 
would prompt us to say more than perhaps prudence would 
dictate or duty require; for we have known him as a friend 
and devoted Christian. ’Tis but just to remark that in 
him tlie Church of Christ lias lost one of her warmest 
friends and brightest ornaments. IIis connexion with it 
has indeed been short, hut rarely, if ever, have we known 
one whose attachment for her ordinances and institutions 
appeared stronger, or whose consolations and enjoyments 
in her services have surpassed his. Next to his Bible, the 
Prayer-Book was his delight. During a long and severe 
illness, he lias been never once heard to murmur; hut al­
ways cheerful ar.d happy, he quietly waited tlie time of 
liis departure. A few days previous to his death tlie holy 
sacrament was administered to him, mucli to liis joy and 
spiritual comfort. Perfectly composed and apparently ra­
tional to the last he lay amid his sufferings quietly repos­
ing liis all for time and Eternity, to His care “ who 
through life had shown him so much mercy and during his 
illness dealt so gently with him. Beloved and esteemed 
by all who knew him liis absence will leave a blank not 
soon to be filled, and his deatli cast a shade of sadness over 
the community in which he resided. He lias left behind 
him a beloved companion, a wide circle of relatives and 
friends, who will long mourn tlie loss of an affectionate 
husband, a kind brother ar.d a worthy friend. He has 
gone, but his influence will, we trust, linger behind him, 
lasting as liis remembrance will be dear.
He lingered until Wednesday, 7 o’clock, P. M., when 
nature, worn out with pain and sickness, sunk away, and 
his happy spirit winged its flight to its everlasting home in 
heaven, where we trust it will bask in the sunshine of 
God’s approving countenance till the morn of tlie resur­
rection, and shall then come forth numbered among tlie 
noble army of those, wiio through much tribulation have 
made their robes white in the blood of the Lamb.
II. D. W.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Notice._ The annual meeting of the Board of Mana­
gers of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School 
Union, will be held at the Western Protestant Episcopal 
Press, 46 Lumber-street, Tuesday, June 21, 1836, at five 
o’clock, P. M. The annual sermon may be expected on 
the preceding Sunday evening.
Besides the persons elected managers, all other persons 
who have subscribed and paid one hundred dollars, or fifty 
dollars, are also managers, and are hereby respectfully re­
quested to attend the meeting.
By order, F. H. Cuming, Sec’y.
The other periodicals of the Church will confer a favor 
by inserting tlie above notice. — Churchman.
The Spirit of Missions. — Arrangements have been 
made for tlie prompt publication of this work. The delay 
lias been caused by the difficulty of procuring an editor.— 
A clergvman of Philadelphia has been requested to act as 
such until the meeting of tlie Board of Missions, and has 
accepted the office. Au appointment of a permanent editor
will be made under the diiection of the Board, at or after 
l s mee ing. ere has been also some disorder in the 
subscr.pt.oti8 to the work and the circulation of it, which 
will be at once remed.ed and effective agencies established. 
It will he printed and published at the office of the Protest 
ant Episcopal Press, in this city, where subscriptions or 
orders, or directions, will he received. The fourth number 
is in press, and the fifth or May number will be published 
two or three weeks after it. Any neglect or mistake that 
may have occurred, will be attended to, if information be 
given at the office.
Subscriptions (one dollar each) must be paid in ad­
vance. Unless such a rule were adopted and adhered to, 
the expense and labor in conducting the work would be 
greatly increased.
The clergy are earnestly requested to aid in procuring 
subscribers, as it will be principally by their agency that 
the work will have that wide circulation it deserves, as the 
organ of the Church in its missionary work.— Churchman.
MEMOIR OF DR. BEDELL.
The accuracy with which Dr. Bedell’s character has been 
delineated in the introductory essay to the London edition 
of his memoir by Dr. Tyng, (from which an extract will 
be found in our present No.) is very remarkable. It proves 
the writer’s power of observation and discrimination, and 
perhaps still more remarkably the faithfulness of tlie por­
trait from which he lias derived his descriptions. Tiiis is 
the impression which Mr. Snow’s introductory essay has 
made upon us, and we find that it has been thus also with 
an intelligent correspondent, who lias prepared for our col­
umns a notice of the recent edition of the memoir. It 
was our intention to say something more of this at the 
present time, hut tiiis is tendered unnecessary by the le- 
marks of our correspondent, which agree entirely with our 
own views. Tlie more we reflect upon tlie character of 
Dr. Bedell as a minister and a Christian, the more are we 
satisfied of the justice of the estimation in which it is gen­
erally held, and tlie more desirous are we that it should be 
known and studied, especially by tlie ministers and mem­
bers of tlie Church of whicli lie was so distinguished an or­
nament.
The following is the language of our correspondent: —
“ Since it was known that this work was in preparation, 
it lias been looked for with no common interest. The pop­
ular and useful ministry of the late Dr. Bedell, as well as 
the known consistency and excellence of his private charac­
ter, well deserves to be held up as an example, zlnd when 
it is considered that a subject so capable of improvement 
to the worthiest ends, has received the best attention of a 
personal friend, a competent and intimate observer of the 
private a nd pastoral character of Dr. Bedell—the Rev. Dr. 
Tyng—it is not extravagant to require at his hands, a 
work of very unusual interest. Such certainly was tlie ex­
pectation of many’, and although we were of the number, 
we did not look for a work of such singular adaptation to 
be generally useful, and especially so to clergymen and per­
sons having the clerical office in view, as tlie one that is now 
presented to the public.
It is a faithful and engaging delineation of the subject, 
and presents at every turn thoughts and statements of the 
greatest practical value to every Christian,especially Christian 
pastors. A well written and particular account of the life 
of Dr. Bedell, could not do less. His ministry was emi­
nently fruitful in the conversion of souls, and in collecting 
a large and faithful company of worshippers; and here 
you have his counsels, yea, you feel as you read, that you 
have the pastor going in and out before you, renewing the 
assurances of his tender concern for your welfare, and 
giving to eacli and all a word in season. They who never 
enjoyed liis ministry can here enjoy' much of it-—very much 
that was peculiar to it. They who would be let into the 
secrets of his great success as a pastor, can here he gratified. 
As a pastor he had peculiar and great excellencies .—he 
had the power of making every thing he could command 
tell to the best advantage,—he bad a way of his own to the 
understanding and the heart—nothing that he did or said 
was like water spilt on the ground, that cannot be gather­
ed up—hours and fragments of time he never lost—and so, 
with such health as he had, he was able to do more than 
others with greater talents and better health could possibly 
do, without liis skill. In these and other respects liis char 
acter is worthy of particular study and imitation. Indeed, 
we are free to say, that no Christian memoir that has been 
written in this country, is, in our opinion, adapted to be 
so jrp.noralb- ,,oz.fi.l — .u:~ ti._ ..uiuur nas clone an im­
portant service to the Church—lie lias given in ttiese pages, 
as it were, a living, and undying preacher to the world, and 
his best reward is the comfortable and reasonable hope, that 
he shall not preach in vain.
The memoir has been greatly enlarged since its first ap­
pearance. Much additional matter and interest have been 
imparted to it. There is also added an intro ductory essay 
to a London edition of the memoir as it first appeared.— 
This is an excellent essay, and speaks in high terms of the 
work, especially of its great adaptation to be useful. It is 
no equivocal proof of die talent displayed in the memoir, 
that this author, the Rev. Thomas Snow, was able to form 
from it so accurate an opinion of the peculiarities of Dr. 
Bedell, as he evinces in the estimate which he gives.”— 
Episcopal Recorder.
American Tract Society—The eleventh annual meet­
ing of this Society was attended by a crowded audience, 
on Wednesday, at 10 A- M. in the Broadway Tabernacle, 
S. V. S. Wilder, Esq. President, in the chair. From the 
report it appeared that the receipts for the year ending 
April 5tli, were $105,000, being $12,000 more than the 
previous year. Of the receipts, $47,573 were for publi­
cations sold, and $56,638 donations. The $35,000 for 
foreign and Pagan lands had all been received and paid 
over. The number of volumes pi inted was 247,972, being 
141,000 more than in the previous year, and the number 
of smaller tracts, 4,309,000. The whole number of tracts 
and volumes printed and circulated since the formation of 
tiie Society is 43,647,590.
The meeting continued for four hours, and was address­
ed by Rev. Mr. Galusha, of Rochester; Rev. Dr. Spring, 
ot tiiis city,- Rev. Edwin Hall, of Norwalk, Conn.; Rev. 
Wm. S. Plumer, of Virginia; Rev. Dr. Tyng, of Phila­
delphia; Rev. John C. Brown, of St. l’etersburgh, Rus­
sia; and Rev. G. W. Bethune, of Philadelphia.
In the course of the meeting, an interesting relic, tlie 
chair occupied by the “ Dairyman’s Daughter,” (Elizabetli 
Walbridge, of the Isle of Wight,) was exhibited to the 
audience. It has been recently brought to this country, 
accompanied with certificates of its identity from surviv­
ing relatives of the deceased.—N. Y. Observer.
American Home Missionary Society__ The tenth an­
nual meeting of this Society was held in tlie Tabernacle 
on Wednesday evening, the Hon. S. Vail Rensselaer, Pre­
sident of the Society, in the chair. Tlie receipts for tlie 
year, including a balance of $5,446 in the treasury at the 
commencement, and a legacy of $12,000 froin the late 
Joseph Burr, of Vermont, amount to 107,039. The ex­
penditures have been $92,108, leaving a balance in Ihe 
treasury of $14,930. The progress of tlie Society, as 
tested by its receipts, has been as follows: First year, 
$18,130 76; second, $20,035 78; third, $20,997'31 ; 
fourth, $33,929 44; fifth, $48,124 73; sixth, $49,422 
12; seventh, $68,627 17; eighth, $78,911 44; ninth, 
$88,863 22; tenth, $101,565 15.
Tli* number of missionaries under tlie care of the So­
ciety during the year lias been 753 in this country, and 17 
in France ; total, 770. Of the 753 in this country, 575 
arc settled pastors, or stated supplies in single congrega­
tions; 132 extend their labors to two or three congrega­
tions; and 46, including agents, are employed in larger 
fields. The amount of ministerial labor performed under 
tlie commissions of tiiis society the past year, is equal to 
543 years of an individual.
The meeting was addressed by the Rev. Dr. Humphrey, 
President of Amherst College ; Rev. Dr. Skinner, of this 
city; Rev. Dr. CodmanRev. Professor Schmucker, of 
Gettysburg Lutheran Theological Seminary; and Rev. 
Flavel S. Mines.—lb.
American Bible Society__ Tlie American Bible So­
ciety celebrated its twentieth anniversary on Thursday 
morning, at 10J A. M. at the Tabernacle, which was oc­
cupied in every part by an audience of about 4,000 people. 
The President of tlie Society, the Hon. John Cotton 
Smith being detained at home by domestic affliction, the 
Chair was taken by John Bolton, Esq. the first Vice Pres­
ident. The Rev. Dr. Sharpe of Boston, read tlie 35th 
chapter of Isaiah. A written address from the President 
of the Society, was read by the Rev. Dr. Milnor, one of 
the Secretaries. Tlie Treasurer’s Report was then read by 
John Nitcllie, Esq. Treasurer, from which it appeared that 
the total receipts of the Society during the year amountc , 
in addition to a balance of $12,279, to $104,899, and its 
expenditures to $107,910; leaving a balance in the lrea-
SUThe manats’ report, an abstract of which will be found 
in another part of our paper, was read by the Rev. Mr. 
Brigham, one of the Secretaries; alter which tlie following 
gentlemen, addressed tbe meeting: His excellency, R. P.
Dunlap, of Maine; Rev. Mr. M’Elroy, of Ohio; Rev. 
Mr. Atkinson, of Virginia; Rev. Mr. Ilodgson of New- 
York ; Rev. Mr. Reid, of Bombay; Rev. Mr. Brown, of 
St. Petersburg!), Russia; Rev. Dr. Skinner, of New 
York__ lb.
Nkstorians__ Dr. Grant and wife have safely arrived,
after a very pleasant journey of six hundred miles on horse­
back. Dr. Grant is highly welcomed and honored, both 
as a missionary and physician. The governor lias showed 
them marks of peculiar favor, and they have with his aid 
hired a house, and will immediately enter on the duties of 
their mission. Never was a mission of tlie Board com­
menced under more favorable auspices. The Ne&torians 
take the Bible as the only rule of faith and practice. The 
Biitish Ambassador at Teheran has promised to furnish 
tlie missionaries with a firman from tlie government, whicli 
will make their situation more secure. — Cin. Jour.
The Begum Somroo has remitted, through the Bishop 
at Calcutta, 50,000 rupees, the interest to be applied in aid 
of the expenses in India, of tlie Society for the Propaga­
tion of tlie Gospel.
SUMMARY.
Westward Ho!—Gentlemen in Alton and Quincy, Illi­
nois, have lately contributed $20,000 to tlie funds of the
Jacksonville College. One gentleman gave $10,000._
We like these home supplies. In order to create in the 
West a deep sympathy for her institutions, her own money 
must build them up—Buffalo Spectator.
Franhlyn College.—Tlie Rev. Johnson Welch lias been 
chosen President of Franklyu College, (Ohio) by an una­
nimous vote of the trustees; lie has accepted and entered 
upon his duties.— Chr. Lit.
The Rev. Dr. Wainwright, of Boston, will go out as a 
passenger in the packet ship Europe, for Liverpool on the 
16th inst.—Brooklyn Eve. Adv.
Florida.— Unsuccessful termination of the campaign— 
Tlie latest accounts from Florida state tiiat Gen. Scott had 
returned from Tampa to Picolata via Volusia, and that tlie 
unfortunate campaign against the Seminoles had ended, the 
“ red man still stalking unpunished over the graves of 
Dade and his martyred associates. ” The regular forces 
had gone into summer quarters at St. Augustine. There 
were 200 on the sick list at Tampa, and 80 at Volusia.— 
About 6 or 7,000 whites, chiefly volunteers and militia 
from the states bordering on Florida, have thus been en­
gaged for months in the attempt to subdue about 1,000 
Seminole warriors, but have been completely out general- 
ed by the Indians, and defeated in all their efforts. Ose- 
ola, the chief of the Seminoles, will have a great name 
for the talent he has displayed in the management of tha 
war.
Conversation between the deaf and dumb and the blind.—• 
There has been no celebration during the week so numer­
ously attended, or at which such deep and universal feeling 
was manifested, as that of the exhibition of the Deaf and 
Dumb, at the Chatham street chapel on Thursday evening. 
The interest of the occasion was doubtless increased, as was 
the gratification derived from tlie exercises, by the presence 
of Dr. Howe and his pupils from the Blind School at Bos­
ton.
The exercises were commenced by tlie Deaf and Dumb, 
under the direction of Mr. Peet, the Principal. Standing 
by their slates, they exhibited, in various ways, by answers 
to questions, and by the construction of sentences for the 
illustration of the meaning of words given them by the au­
dience, powers of mind, discrimination, humor, and keen­
ness of perception, whicli elicited tlie warmest evidences of 
approbation.
The blind were next introduced, <and intense interest 
excited by the sight of two beautiful little girls and a hoy, 
groping their way to the front of the stage, and feeling for 
their hooks which lay in tlie desk. Their performances 
were prefaced by a few remarks from Dr. Howe, explana­
tory of the system of teaching the blind. He showed 
summarily, but forcibly, that there were no insurmounta­
ble obstacles to the instruction of the blind, and that every 
department of knowledge and science, except painting, was 
open to them. The little girls then opened their books, 
lui nett loiiuy page or verse named, and running their fin­
gers over the raised surface of tlie letters, read audibly and 
fluently. Questions were then put in geography, and the 
blind girl, turning to the globe which stood near, whirled 
it around, felt for the countries named, and pointed them 
out to tlie delighted audience. She bounded the states, tra­
ced the course of rivers, indicated situations with an ease 
and accuracy which showed lier to be familiar with geogra­
phy.
The blind boy then took a copy of the New Testament, 
printed in French, and read and translated entire passages 
with correctness and ease; all three of the children read 
and understood the French; two of them speak it, and 
the boy is somewhat versed in Latin. Arithmetic follow­
ed, and tough questions, put by the audience, were answer­
ed by tlie blind, sooner than could have been done by most 
of tlie spectators. The little girl is well versed in algebra. 
Then came mu*ic, and the sweet voices of the girls joined 
in witli the clear notes of the boy, who accompanied him­
self on the piano, filled tlie house and drew tears from ma­
ny an eye. They were, however, tears of delight, for the 
songs of the blind were cheerful,—their elastic movements, 
their clear briglit cheeks, and their sprightly voices, showed 
how happy they really weie.
But the most interesting part of tlie exhibition was to 
come; the dumb had been taught to speak by signs and the 
blind to read by the toucli—how were they to converse to­
gether ? The blind girl held up her hand, the dumb watch­
ed every finger, every joint, every movement, and turning 
to their slates, wrote rapidly the words she had been spell­
ing! Glorious triumph of humanity—the blind talking 
to the deal! A greater followed—a deaf girl approached 
tlie blind one—slio held out her hand and the other feeling 
of it, examined every letter as it was formed, spelled the 
words, and read on tlie fingers of the dumb, as it were in 
a book, with moveable type, and repeated aloud What she 
read. Tiiis double victory over apparently insurmountable 
obstacles was truly beautiful, we believe it lias never be­
fore been attempted at any publia exhibition, and the breath­
less silence which pervaded tlie church, the intense inter­
est depicted on every face of the vast audience, showed how 
great was their interest and their delight.
Tlie proceedings of the evening were closed by the re­
citation of the Lord’s prayer, in signs, witli deepest solem­
nity, by one of tlie female pupils of the deaf and dumb.— 
The blind children then sung the prayer, with the like so­
lemnity, and appropriate emphasis, accompanying the an­
them on tlie piano. The audience was then dismissed, hut 
it was long before tlie people would depart. They hung 
about the children, as though their very souls were knit to 
them. The whole performances excited great wonder and 
mingled delight.—Sun.
Slavers on the African Coast.—We learn by tlie ship Sea- 
mew, which arrived here yesterday, from the west coast of 
Africa, tiiat about twenty Spanish slavers had been captur­
ed on tlie coast by English armed vessels, and that the crews, 
to the number oi about 400, had been put ashore at Prince’s 
and St. Thomas’ Islands, where they had been left without 
the means of subsistatice or of leaving the islands. They 
were dying daily from starvation. We can hardly account 
for this method of treating the slavers. If there is no law 
by whicli they can be retained and punished, there certain­
ly is no justice in leaving them thus to perish by the worst 
of deaths. — Salem Landmark.
Dr. Crandall, after a protracted trial at Washington, on 
a charge of having distributed incendiary tracts, has been 
acquitted by the jury, who, after five hours deliberation 
returned a verdict of not guilty.
Female Seminary.
A SEMIN ARY for Young Ladies will be opened in Mount Vernon, under two competent female in­structors, on the first Monday in June. The course of stu­
dies will embrace the branches usually taught in common 
schools, such as Reading, Writing; Arithmetic, Grammar 
and Geography. Also Chemistry, Botany, Natural and 
Moral Philosophy, Geometry, Euclid. Music on tlie Piano, 
Painting and Drawing. _
Information respecting tuition, board, &c. may be ob­
tained by applying to REV. A. B. HARD.
Mt. vernon, O. May 25.
Female Seminary.
A SCHOOL will be opened for young ladies under a competent female instructor, in the village of Mar­
tinsburg in tlie second week of May. The course of stu­
dies will embr.ace the branches usually taught in the best 
female seminaries in tlie western country. Persons wish­
ing to send their daughters can receive detailed information 
respecting the course of studies, tuition, &c. by applying to
1 ° ■ H. IIERVEY
Martinsburg, Knosc county, May 11.
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Prom the New-York Mirror. 
THOUGHTS
OH THE BALCONY OP DEVONSHIRE HOUSE AT 
A ball within.
Morn in the east! How coldly tor 
It breaks upon my fever iDey • (
TTbi8dew'in sunshine leaves the flowers—
They from their watch in light retire,
While we in sadness pass from ours!
I turn from the rebuking morn,
The cold gray sky and fading star,
And listen to the player’s horn,
And see the waltzers near and far,
The lamps and flowers are bright as yet,
And eyes beneath more bright than they
How can a scene so fair beget
The mournful thoughts we bear away.
’Tis something that thou art not here,
Sweet lover of my lightest word!
’Tis something that my mother’s tear 
By these forgetful hours is stirr d ,
But I have long a loiterer been 
In haunts where joy is said to be,
And though with peace I enter in,
The nymph comes never forth with mt I
N. P. Willis.
“And now abide Faith, Hope, and chari­
ty_ these THREE---- BUT THE GREATEST OK
these is Charity.”
Faith holds the lamp which guides our feet 
To Him who holds the mercy-seat;
And Hope supports the pilgrim weary,
To make this earth appear less dreary;
Life’s travelers these, with life they’re gone!
Yet, still exists a nobler one;
Love fills, on earth, the Christian’s breast,
And dwells in heaven, among the blest.
JUVENILE.
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
ted in the Sabbath school, and, in the joy of her 
heart, hastened to her friend to tell him of her 
Saviour, not doubtingbut that, as usual hewould 
be interested in all that interested her. She 
went to him, and threw her arms around his 
neck, and told him of her Saviour’s love, and 
she reached his heart,and he was conquered by 
the love of Christ.”—Southern Churchman.
From the American Citizen.
THE LADY-BUG AND THE ANT.
The Lady-Bug sat in the rose’s heart,
And smiled with pride and scorn,
As she saw a plain drest Ant go by,
With a heavy grain of corn.—
So she drew the curtains of damask round,
And adjusted her silken vest,
Making her glass of a drop of dew 
That lay in the rose’s breast.
Then she laugh’d so loud that the Ant look’d up, 
And seeing her haughty face,
Took no more notice, but travell'd on 
At the same industrious pace:
But a sudden blast of Autumn came,
And rudely swept the ground,
And down the rose with the Lady-Bug bent, 
And scattered its leaves around.
Then the houseless Lady was much amaz’d,
For she knew not where to go,
And hoarse November’s early blast,
Had brought with it rain and snow :
Her wings were chill’d and her feet were cold, 
And she wish’d for the Ant’s warm cell,
And what she did in the wintry storm,
I’m sure I cannot tell.
But the careful Ant was in her nest,
With her little ones by her side,
She taught them all, like hersglf to toil,
Nor mind the sneer of pride: —
And I thought, as I sat at the close of the day, 
Eating my bread and milk,
It was wiser to work and improve my time, 
Than be idle and dress in silk. L. H.
TEMPERANCE.
“the good creature,” his house was truly an
A NOBLE-MINDED BOY.
An accident occurred in a coal-pit near Bit-
ton, in England, when six lives were lost. At 
the moment of time when the iron handle of the 
cart, in which the unfortunate men were, snap­
ped asunder, a man and a boy, who were hang­
ing on the rope above, made a sudden spring, 
and most providentially laid hold of a chain 
which is always hanging at the side of the pit as 
a guide. As soon as possible after the acci­
dent was known at the top of the pit, and it was 
ascertained that some one was clinging to the 
side a man was sent down with a rope and noose 
to render assistance. He came first, in his de­
scent to a boy named Daniel Harding, and on 
his reaching him, the noble-minded lad instant­
ly cried out ,‘Don’t mind me, I can still hold 
on a little; hut Joseph Bawn, who is a little 
Jower d®wn is nearly exhausted; save him first.” 
The person went on, and found Joseph Bawn, 
asdescribed by his companion, and after bring­
ing him safely up, again descended and succeed­
ed in restoring the gallant boy to light and life. 
When we state that the time which elapsed 
from the moment of the accident till the boy 
was brought up was from fifteen to twenty min­
utes, his fortitude and heroism will be duly ap­
preciated.—Gloucester Chronicle.
From the S. R. Telegraph.
DUTIES OF CHILDREN TO THEIR PA­
RENTS.
“Honor thy father and mother, that thy days 
may be long upon the land which the Lord thy 
God giveth thee. “Children obey your parents 
in all things, for this is well pleasing unto the 
Lord.” “Children obey your parents in the 
Lord for this is right.” “Honor thy father and 
mother, which is the first commandment with 
promise, that it may be well with thee, and that 
■thou mayst live long on the earth.” “Hearken 
to the father that begat, and despise not thy 
mother when she is old.” “My son forget not 1 zen 
my law, but let thine heart keep my command­
ments, for length of days and long life, and 
peace shall they add to thee.” ‘Keep thy fa- s 
ther’s commandments. Bind them continually j 
upon thine heart, and tie them about thy neck. 1
WHAT CAN BE DONE.
It is presumed that every reader is already 
aware of the extensive and energetic move­
ments at present advancing in our country in 
behalf of Temperance. That an unprecedent­
ed interest in this work has been recently exci­
ted, and is still rapidly strengthening in thou­
sands of districts; that talent, wisdom, experi­
ence, learning, and influence, are now enlisted 
in its service, with a measure of zeal and harmony 
far surpassing what was ever witnessed before 
in such a cause: that great things have already 
been accomplished; that much greater are near 
at hand; and that the whole victory will be even­
tually won, if the temperate portion of society 
are not wanting to their solemn duty, must have 
been seen already by those living along the 
main channels of public thought and feeling.— 
Elevated, as we now are, upon a high tide of 
general interest and zeal; a tide which may ei­
ther go on increasing its flood till it has wash 
ed clean the very mountain tops, and drowned 
intemperance in its last den; or else subside, and 
leave the land intected with a plague, the more 
malignant and incurable from the dead remains 
of a partial inundation: it has become a question 
of universal application, which those who are 
llUW at tkb uulocl of ll.oir inflnpnre in <?nr>if>tj7 
should especially consider, “What can we do 
and what ought we to do in this cause?” For 
the settlement of this question we invite you to 
a brief view of the whole ground On which tern 
perance measures are now proceeding
It cannot be denied that our country is most 
horribly scourged by intemperance? In the 
strong language of Scripture, it groaneth and 
travaileth in pain, to be delivered from the bon 
dage of this corruption. Our country is free 
with a great price obtained we this freedom,.- 
We feel as if all the force of Europe could not 
get it from our embrace. Our shores would 
shake into the depth of the sea the invader wh
should presume to seek it. One solitary citi 
led away into captivity—scourged—chain
ed by a foreign enemy, would rouse the oldest 
nerve in the land to indignant complaint, and 
league the whole nation in loud demand for re 
dress. And yet it cannot be denied that our 
country is enslaved. Yes, we are groaning un 
der a most desolating bondage. The land
Our
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accommodation for travellers, as he always had 
plenty of good cool water, which frequently 
could not be obtained any where else on the 
road. He believed he was doing right, yea, 
performing a public good by selling alcohol. He 
thought intemperance a great nuisance, yea, a 
great evil and was willing to unite with others, 
and at one time offered a sum of money towards 
making an effort to put it down, without, at the 
same time, having any idea that he was wrong 
in selling what produced it. The sin of the 
traffic was set before him; but without effect. 
However, for a few months previous to Octo­
ber last, he had occasionally some misgivings 
on the subject, and about that time, in the prov­
idence of God, a simple remark from an indi­
vidual, in connection with the glance of a per­
son’s eye into his dearborn, on his return from 
the city, with two jugs, of brandy before him, 
startled him from his security. He hurried 
home, fearing to meet the eye of the friend of 
temperance; and having deposited his brandy in 
his bar room felt his mind relieved from a bur- 
dren. Previous to this when he brought home 
barrel of whiskey, he took a pride in leaving it 
before the door, that passers by might observe 
how much business he was doing. But now, 
feeling that he was engaged in a sinful business 
he resolved to abandon it, and finally nailed up 
is bar-room. But mark! it cost him some­
thing to do this; he was sensible that in per­
forming this act, he was nailing out from his 
family, and from his pocket, 300 or 400 dollars 
yearly;but let the sacrifice be what it might,the 
demand or conscience must be satisfied. His 
next business was to commit to the flames all the 
grog accounts that had been accumulating for 
ten years. For, unlike many of his craft, he 
scorned todistress his neighbors to satisfyhis de­
mand for unpaid alcohol. He next took down 
his bar—but his work was not yet done—he 
had a barrel of whiskey. This, at one time, he 
thought of giving it to the keeper of a neighbor­
ing grog -shop, but conscience said, if it is wrong 
for me, it is wrong for my neighbor to sell it.— 
Then he concluded to keep it until next sum­
mer and use it in time of harvest; but conscience 
whispered if it is wrong to sell it, wrong it is 
to drink it: and finally the barrel was rolled in­
to the road, the spigot drawn, and he said it did 
him much good to see its’eontents running down 
the road. But conscience was not yet satisfied. 
His wife a neakly woman, and subject to sev­
eral infirmities, had conceived the idea, that a 
little brandy was good for one, a little gm IO1 
another, and a little whiskey for a third, and 
therefore she had reserved a portion of each.— 
He told her he could not rest while a drop of it 
emained in the house and succeeded in per­
suading her to have the contents of the jugs 
thrown out. Now his house was cleared of the 
poison, and now and not until now, he found 
his mind at ease. His next step was to sign the 
temperance pledge; but what pledge? not to ab­
stain from alcohol in whiskey; and still contin­
ue its use in wine, cider, &c? No! he had com­
menced a war of extermination against alcohol 
and he well knew from observation and expe­
rience that alcohol is alchohol wherever found.
‘■I'o-oCnro Ginned the teetotal pledge. And 
now mark the result of all this. Abandoning 
the traffic in alcohol was one great blessing, 
signing the pledge was another; but these were 
not all the blessings in which he can now re­
joice, nor are they the greatest. In the process 
through which he passed, his mind was awaken­
ed to a sense of his danger as a lost sinner be­
fore God, and he now gives evidence for the be­
lief, that he has become “a new creature in 
Christ Jesus,” that he is now “clothed and in 
his right mind,” not only on the subject of 
temperance, but also in the matter of his salva­
tion. Yours in the good cause,
C. WlLTBERGER.
by tha color of many, and tile■
much agitated today (nine o'clock in the morning) and the
some individuals, and by the comparative civilization whicl 
prevailed. Rude embankments with tolerable stone lacings 
were found in parts constructed across creeks and ‘"lets 
with convenient sluices for the purpose of catching fish at 
the fall of the tide. Several of the bark-shelters, or wig­
wams, were formed in a superior and comfortable manner, 
tolerably well thatched, with a narrow opening for the 
doorway, and a fire-place in front. Pieces of wood were 
hollowed or scooped out to serve as calabash buckets to car­
ry water, and the dresses of kangaroo skins were neatly 
joined together with regular stitches, and cut away so as to 
form a convenient vesture. The settlers, however, had not 
domiciled themselves in their new situation many days 
when these and various other indications of ingenuity 
were satisfactorily explained by the appearance of a white 
man clothed in a kangaroo-skin cloak. He was at first 
rather timid in his approaches, but when spoken to kindly, 
and offered a piece of bread, he threw off his reserve, and 
after eating the bread with apparent relish, and looking at 
it as if endeavoring to bring something to Ins recollection, 
he exclaimed, with symptoms of delight glowing in Ins 
face, “Bread!” Other English words soon returned to his 
memory, and he was at last enabled to communicate that 
his name was William Buckley; that be bad been one of 
those who escaped from the encampment of the prisoners 
by the ship Ocean, formed by the late Colonel Collins.in 
attempting, agreeably to the instructions of the British 
Government, to form a settlement at Port Philip in 1803; 
that he had lived ever since with the tribe of aborigines 
whom he then met with in the bush, and over whom he 
had long exercised the rule of a chief. He is a very tall 
man, having served as a grenadier in Holland under the 
late Duke of York, is from 58 to 60 years of age, and in 
excellent health. Through the assistance of the new set­
tlers, he has forwarded a petition to the Lieutenant-Gov­
ernor, praying for a pardon, mainly with a view, we pre­
sume, to enable him to remain where he is, and to commu­
nicate the result of bis intimacy with that interesting coun­
try, and the many valuable discoveries he has made in it.— 
This, we are glad to learn, his Excellency has been pleased 
to grant, impressing at the same time upon him the expec­
tation that he will continue to do all in his power to main­
tain an amicable intercourse between the aborigines and the 
whites; for lie had already been the means of preventing an 
attack of his tribe, through misapprehension, on the little 
party already settled there. In a philosophical point of 
view, this discovery is truly interesting, and a narrative 
of his various vicissitudes during his long sojourn, well 
told, would rival the classic work of Robinson Crusoe.— 
Two other prisoners from the Ocean absconded with him, 
but he had never seen or heard of thbrn since the end of 
of the first twelvemonths, when he j'oincd the natives.— 
Athenaeum.
swell to an immense height,
South sea Island tide.—Sir Isaac Newton’s theory of
the tE seems to be of little or no service in explaining the the tides se an() iow watcr m poiynesla< A
evidence has been
Islands are scarcely any, if at all
s?neo7Xr
Seds an elevation of one foot. But the most(extraordina­
ry circumstance in connection with those phenomena is 
this: during the whole year, without regard to the moon 
it is invariably low tide at six o’clock in the lnor,u"?’ 1 
tide at noon-day, and low water again exactly at six in t 
evening. The time is established and known altogether 
by the flowing of the water, at all the Islands. It has been 
suggested that this may be accounted for by supposing a 
suspension of the lunar tide-wave, in the region where 
these beautiful paradisiacal abodes of once unsophisticated 
nature are located.—Scientific Tract.
Turn-out Extraordinary.—Our market houses far a 
few mornings past, have presented a singular appearance. 
Not an ounce of beef was to be seen in any of the stalls. 
This extraordinary movement is the result of a combination 
of the butchers to resist the efforts of city council to in­
crease the market house rents. Query—Will the coffee­
house gentry follow this example, and seek to be avenged of 
the council, by shutting up shop, and leaving their custom­
ers to slake their thirst with cold water? Try it, gentle­
men—do try it. We have not the least partiality to being 
starved, but would be willing to dispense with the article of 
beef for the next twelve months, for the sake of witnessing 
the operation of your experiment.
Cincinnati, May 7, 1836.
Clearness of Sound at Night.—The greater clearness 
with which distant sounds are heard during the night, is 
an interesting phenomenon. It was noticed by the an­
cients, and ascribed to the repose of animated nature.— 
When Humboldt first heard the noise of the great cata­
racts of the Orinoco, his attention was directed to this cu­
rious fact, and he was of the opinion, that the noise was I 
three times louder during the night than in the day. As 
the humming of the insects was much greater in the night 
than in the day, and as the breeze which might have agitat­
ed the leaves of the trees, never rose till after sunset, he 
was led to seek for another cause of the phenomenon. In 
hot days, when warm currents of air ascend from the heat­
ed ground, and mix with the cold air above of a different 
density, the transparency of the atmosphere is so much af­
fected, that every object seen through it appears to be in 
motion, just as when we look at an object over a fire, or the 
flame of a candle. The air, therefore, during th4 day, is 
a mixed medium, in which the sounds are reflected and 
scattered in passing through streams of air of different 
densities, as in the experiment of mixing atmospheric air 
and hydrogen. At midnight, on the contrary, when the 
air is transparent and of the uniform density, as may be 
seen by the brilliancy and number of the stars, thesligntest 
sound reaches the ear without interruption. M. Chladni 
has illustrated the effect of a mixed medium by an experi­
ment of easy repetition. If we pour sparkling champaign 
into a tall glass till it is half full, the glass cannot he made 
to ring by a stroke on its edge, but admits a dull, disagreea­
ble, and puffy sound. The effect continues as long as the 
effervescence lasts, and while the wine is filled with air 
bubbles. But as the effervescence subsides, the sound he- 
:a m.-, till l-ot tho glass rings as usual, when the 
air bubbles have disappeared. By re-producing the effer­
vescence, the sound is deadened as before. The same ex­
periment may be made with effervescent malt liquors; and 
with still more effect, by putting a piece of sponge, or a 
little wool or tow, into a tumbler of water. The cause of 
the result obtained by M. Chladni is, that the glass and the 
liquid contained in it in order to give a musical tone, must 
vibrate regularly in unison as a system, and if any consider­
able part of a system is unsusceptible of regular vibration, 
the whole must be so. This experiment has been em­
ployed by Humboldt to illustrate and explain the phenom­
enon of distant sounds being more distinctly heard during 
the night.—Encyclopaedia Americana.
Wire Bridge.—The greatest curiosity perhaps, there is 
in Frey bourg, is the suspension bridge over a chasm one 
hundred and sixty feet in length. The bridge over the riv­
er Menai in England, under which ships can sail, is a won­
der_ a wonder perhaps of the world—but it is not greater,
if so great a wonder as this; for this is over such a chasm, 
and it is made of wire, not a bit of material in it that is not 
made of wire—the covering excepted. My heart leaped 
out of my mouth, as our diligence rumbled over it, but 
although the wires will quiver a little, it is safe as the gran­
ite column on the shore, on which the wires hang. It is 
so beautiful too, that one is never weary of looking at it. 
It seems as if the fairies had been to work there, weaving 
tiny wires, to ply them in the air. Another curiosity is the 
Cathedral here, the principal entrance to which shows 
something of the spirit of the age in which it was construc­
ted, for there is a tablet there, which represents the de­
mons precipitating sinners into the very flames of hell.— 
Brooks.
The Thames Tunnel.—This stupendous work has been 
resumed. A new series has been constructed, which weighs 
150 tons, at an expense of .£7000. The length of the 
tunnel has been already extended 18 inches. Of the 30,- 
000Z advanced by the government, £18,000 remained in 
band after paying for the new shield. In the last year, 
27,000 persons had visited the tunnel, and the sum receiv­
ed was £1487: which is an increase upon tke receipts of 
the preceding year. It is now confidently believed that 
with past experience, the work has the best prospect of be­
ing brought to a satisfactory termination.— Cincinnati Jour­
nal.
A NEW AND IMPORTANT INVENTION---- Our distinguished
and ingenious countryman, Perkins, is said to have com­
municated to the government of the United States, the 
model of a steam boiler which cannot explode, and which 
he wishes to undergo a test ol ten years’ experiment, when, 
if it fails, he will demand no compensation.—American Cit­
izen.
Potatoes for Breakfast.—In the first place, when you 
boil potatoes for dinner, pare enough for dinner and break­
fast, and throw a little salt into the water in which they 
are boiled. When done, pour out the water carefully, and 
let the potatoes stand a few minutes. You will find your 
dinner much better than if they were boiled in tho com­
mon way without paring. Take what are left, mash them 
with a little cream and salt, while warm, and put them in 
a bake..pan. In the morning you have only to set your 
dish in the stove, or before a brisk fire, for a few minutes. 
You will find it excellent. Some use butter instead of 
cream, but the genuine article is prepared only with the lat­
ter. Ask the Grahamites.— Vt. Chron.
When thou goestoutit shall lead thee, when thou ... _ .
sleepest itshall keep thee,and when thou awak-: trotV.en 1 own under its polluting foot, 
est it shall talk with thee.” “They shall be an j families are continually dishonored, ravaged 
ornament of grace unto thy head, and chains ! anc^ bereaved; thousands annually slain, an< 
about thy neck.” “A wise son maketh a glad 1 hundreds of thousands carried away into a loath 
father, but a foolish son is the heaviness of his ; some slavery, to be ground to powder under its 
mother.” “A wise son maketh a glad father, burdens, or broken upon the wheel of its tor
tures. What are the statistics of this traffic 
Ask the records of mail-houses, and they wi
but a foolish son despiseth his mother.” “A 
wise son heareth his father's instructions but a 
scorner heareth no rebuke.” “A fool depiseth 
his father’s instructions,but he that regarded re­
proof is prudent.” “Cursed be be that setteth 
light by his father or his mother and all the 
people shall say, amen.” “There is a genera- | population is from the schools of Intemperance 
tion that curseth thsir father and doth not; Ask the history of the 200,000 paupers now 
bless their mother.” “The eye thatmocketh at burdening the hands of public charity, and you 
his father,and despiseth to obey his mother, the ; will find that two-thirds of them have been th
answer; that one-third of all their wretched in 
mates were sent there by Intemperance. Ask 
the keepers of our prisons, and they will testify 
that, with scarcely an exception their horribl
A blacksmith in one of the Southern States; 
who had been fond of the social glass, and whose 
house and land were under mortgage, recently 
joined a Temperance Society. About three 
months after; he observed his wife busily em 
ployed in planting rose bushes and fruit trees 
“My dear,” he says, “I have owned this lot for 
five years, and yet I have never known you be­
fore to manifest any desire to improve and or­
nament it in this manner.” “Indeed,” washer 
reply, “I had no heart to do it until you join­
ed the Temperance Society. I had often thought 
of it, but I was persuaded that should 1 do it, 
some stranger would pluck the roses and eat 
the fruit. Now, I know that with the blessing 
of Providence, this lot will be ours! and that 
we and our children shall enjoy its products.— 
We shall pluck the roses and eat the fruit." 
American Presbyterian.
Tavens of the yallcy shall pluck it out and the 
young eagles shall eat it.” “He that smiteth
victims, diiectly or indirectly, of Intemperance 
Inquire at the gates of death, and you will learn
his father or mother shall be surely put to tkat n0 'ess tkan 30,000 souls are annually pas- 
death.” “ And he that curseth his father or his ! seti for the judgment-bar of God, driven there 
by Intemperance. How many slaves are at 
present amongus? We ask not ofslaves to man; 
but to Intemperance; in comparison with whose 
bondage the yoke of the tyrant is freedom.— 
They are estimated at 480,000! And what does 
the nation pay for the honor and happiness of 
this whole system of ruin? Five times as much 
every year, as for the annual support of its 
whole system of government. These are truths 
—so often published, so widely sanctioned, so 
generally received, and so little doubted, that 
we need not detail the particulars by which 
they are made out. What then is the whole 
amount of guilt and of wo which they exhibit? 
Ask him “unto whom all hearts are open, all 
desires known, and from whom no secrets are 
hid.” Ask Eternity!—Bishop Mcllvaine.
mother shall surely be put'to death.” “If a man 
have a stubborn and rebellious son which shall 
not obey the voice of his motherland that when 
they have chastened him will not hearken unto 
them, then shall his father and his mother lav 
hold on him and bring him out into the elders 
of his city and unto the gate of his place- and 
they shall say unco the elders of his city—This 
our son is stubborn and rebellious, he wiil not 
obey our voice; he is a glutton and a drunkard 
And all the men of the city shall stone him with 
stones that he die, so shalt thou put evil away 
from among you.” “lie that begetteth a fool 
doth it to his sorrow and the father of a fool 
hath no joy.” “A foolish son is a grief to his
father, and bitterness to her that bear him.”_
“He that wasteth his father and chaseth away 
his mother, is a son that causeth shame, and 
?htQrgetL reproach-” “Whoso rohbeth his fa-
sionAhe’saXuu andsaith.it is™ fansgres- 
er.” "Whonn i 1 companion of the destroy- 
but he .ha7i.krE±.is a wise son, 
shameth his father ” mpanion of riotous men
___ -________ II. B.
HELTGioh
“Its diffusive spirit is beantifullv ;n . 
in the conduct of a little girl. She ustrated 
attached to a neighboring mechanic, 
him dadyat the shop. The attachment was^63 
tual and strong. He was a hardened man, and 
would suffer no one to approach him on the 
subject of religion. This little girl was convert-
CONVERSION OF A TAVERNER.
Paisonage, Rock Creek Parish, Feb. G, 1836. 
Mr. E. C. Delavan—My Dear Sir—I
have intended, for some time, writing you the 
account ofa tavern-keeper in my parish, whq 
has been brought to see his errors, and resolv­
ed to abandon all traffic in alcohol. Should
temperance in china.
As an envelope to the papers which reached 
us on Thursday from Canton, we received the 
following placard;—N. Y. Jour. Com.
The Sailor s Coffee Shop-, ivith good wares at 
fair prices.—No Samshoo, Grog, or poisoned 
Rum sold at this shop —Sailors! a friend warns 
you against the stuff sold to you in Canton for 
Rum. Much of it is not rum! it is fiery Sams- 
boo, with sugar and tobacco and sometimes ar­
senic (which you know is deadly poison) mixed 
up with it; all intended tostupify you as fast as 
possible, that you may be cheated or robbed 
by the bad people who deceive you and sell this 
abominable stuff to you. By drinking it you 
are not only easily cheated out of your money 
hut your bowels and health are injured; so as to 
make dysentery, and by and-bye death not un­
likely occurs. The death of many sailors 
China is occasioned by their drinking the nasty 
samsboo sold at Whampoa and Canton. There 
is no nourishment in any spirituous liquors.
You are recommended to try the above shop 
where you can have bread and tea or coffee to 
refresh you, for a few cash, and so, keeping your 
sound senses, lay out your money to the best 
advantage, preserve your health; avoid punish­
ment from man; and not by drunkenness sin 
against God.
MISCELLANY.you think it calculated to help on the good
cause, you are at liberty to publish it. This io- w 33
dividual has pursued his business, or rather the 
devil’s business in the same place, for nearly 
twelve years. He kept what may be called an 
orderly house, i. e. he did not allow about his 
establishment, any of those gambling appen- 
age«, common to such places. Excepting
among the savages of Port Philip, abridged from the Van 
Hicman s Land Magazine.
-- ^’'• Batman, and others referred to, had removed from 
\ an Dicman s Land to Port Philip, on the coast of New 
South Wales, with the intention of establishing themselves 
there as settlers and large sheep farmers. Soon after their 
arrival they were itruck by the etately gait of tlie nativea,
The Sea’s Bottom.—The bottom of the basin of the 
sea seems to have inequalities like those of the surface of 
continents.—Were it dried up, it would present mountains, 
alleys and plains. It is covered almost throughout by an 
immense quantity of testaceous animals, or those who have 
shells, intermixed with sand and grain. The bottom of 
the Adriatic sea is composed of a compact bed of shells, 
several hundred feet in thickness.. A celebrated diver, em- i 
ployed to descend into the strait of Messina, saw there, 
with horror, enormous polypi attached to the rocks, the arms 
of which were more than sufficient to strangle a man.— 
In many seas the eye perceives nothing but a bright sandy 
plain at bottom, extending for several hundred miles, with­
out any intervening object. But in others, particularly 
the Red Sea, it is very different; the whole body of that 
extensive bed of water is, literally speaking, a forest of 
submatine plants and corals, formed by insects for their 
habitations, sometimes extensively branching out. Here 
are seen the madrepores, sponges, mosses, sea mushrooms, 
and various other things, covering every part of the bottom. 
The bed of many parts of the sea, near America, presents 
a different though a beautiful appearance. This is covered 
with vegetables, which make it look as green as a meadow ; 
and beneath are seen thousands of turtle, and other sea 
animals feeding thereon. There are some places of the 
sea where no bottom has yet been found; still it is not bot­
tomless. The mountains of continents seem to correspond 
with what are called the abysses of the sea. The highest 
mountains do not rise above 25,000 feet; and allowing for 
the effects of the elements, some suppose that the sea is 
not beyond 30,000 feet in depth. Lord Mulgrave used in 
the northern ocean a very heavy sounding lead, and gave 
out along with it cable rope to the length of 4,680 feet 
without finding the bottom. But the greatest depth hith­
erto sounded was by Captain Seoresby, who, in the Green­
land Seas, could find no bottom with 1200 fathoms, or 
7200 feet of 1 ine. According to La Place, its mean depth 
is about two miles, which supposing the generally receiv­
ed opinion to be correct, as to the proportion the extent 
of the water bears to the dry land on the earth’s surface,
would make about 290 millions of cubic feet of water._
Bev. C. iVilliams’s ] Vo rid of Waters.
Earthquake in Hungary----The Austrian journals
give the following account of a natural phenomenon which 
occurred near Lake Flatten in Hungary:—
Szolos Gyork, Feb. 10.—Yesterday morning we had a 
heavy fall of snow, so much so that by mid-day, the snow 
was one foot and a half deep. Meanwhile, the roaring of 
the waters of lake Flatten was frightful, and the waves rose 
to a great height. Towaids mid-day the lake became calm, 
and a strong south wind then suddenly setting in, quickly 
melted the great masses of snow under which many cattle 
had been buried, hut were now partly rescued. This was 
followed, about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, by a terrific 
-hundei-storm, accompanied by a violent tempest intermin­
gled with a drizzling snow,during which a manwho was go­
ing to aneighboringforest, and two others who were sitting 
at their own fire-side, were struck by the lightning. To­
wards five o clock all seemed to he over, not the 'slighest 
atmospheric movement was observable, when on a sudden 
a great subterraneous noise, which was immediately sue’ 
eeeded by a violent earthquake, terrified all the inhabitants 
who fled from their dwellings. Several houses were rent 
and others thrown down. The lake Flatten, twenty miles 
square (German) in extent, was, and is still, covered with 
a dark mist; in many places the water appears to bubble 
as if it were boiling, and what is very remarkable, severa 
dead fish were last night cast ashore. But what k J than all that has yet been related, is thffact t.
habitants of the vallies Latizang and T, k t ° “u.heir Hock., Tp.1W to U’kVAXuel™
those places since the earthquake of yesterday, have be-
inXffiain S7 °VerSpread with a thick foetid ^apor, and 
in the plain, flames are seen to rise from the earth. We 
arein the greatest consternation hero; the lake is again
Wanderers.—Show me a man who cares no more for 
ojie place than another, and I will show you in that same 
person one who loves nothing but bimseif. Beware of 
those who are homeless by choice! You have no hold on 
a human being whose affections are without a tap-root.— 
The laws recognize this truth in the privileges which they 
confer upon freeholders; and public opinion acknowledges 
it also, in the confidence which it reposes upon those who 
have what is called a stake in the country. Vagabond and 
rogue are convertable terms; and with how much propriety 
any one may understand who knows what are the habits of 
the wandering classes, such as the gypsies and potters.— 
Indiana Aurora.
Dirbctions for Raising the Chinese Mulberry Trees 
from Seed.—Soak the seed 36 hours in warm water,—sow 
1 it in rich garden soil, in drills two feet apart and about as 
1 thick as beet seed,—cover but one-fourth of an inch deep, 
and press the soil by stepping on a smooth board,—keep 
the plants free of weeds,—protect the plants the first win­
ter with a covering of earth,—in the spring transplant 
them where you intend them to remain, say four feet by 
six, in warm soil, with a subsoil of gravel or sand—but no
clay—cut them off two buds above the grouud__ Ilamp-.
shire Gazette.
A superb 74 gun ship has arrived in England, a present 
to the King, from the Sultan or Imaum of Muscat. It 
was built at Bombay of teak-wood, and called the Liver­
pool, but the King has changed her name to the Imaum, 
in compliment to the donor.
Mountains.—Most mountains present their precipitous 
faces to the sea, and their slopes to the land.
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